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GARDEN CHIT CHAT
Well, I am not sure what to say about the year gone past
other than it was a memorable one for sure!! There was
hardly a day would go by without some uncertainty. In the
beginning I wondered if anyone would order and then when
the orders did come in I wondered if we would be able to
ship them. Bloom season came and it was eerily quiet.
All our usual visitors and friends from overseas that make
the annual pilgrimage could not come, flights were cancelled
and/or restricted to cargo only from many countries as the
world became engulfed in the uncertainty of a pandemic.
From the first of April through Mother’s Day I am usually
on the road each weekend selling plants at different plant
shows, this year they all cancelled. So, what does one do
when you are alone in a field of iris? Well if you are an Iris
addict, like me it can be quite dangerous. I literally took
thousands of pictures and made hundreds of hybrid crosses.
Bloom was quite good other than the bit of rain in the middle
of the season. I tried to live in the moment and enjoy the
bloom as much as possible. There is something to be said
about actually taking a step back and “smelling the Irises”
so to speak. Watching the news each night made me truly
realize how lucky I was to be able to safely shelter in place
surrounded by the beauty of iris and the garden.
Shipping season came and each day was a bit of a challenge. Both the postal service and UPS were suffering delays and the rules regarding shipping plants to foreign destinations changed daily. There was never any certainty that
plants would reach their final destinations. Some shipments
were routed through other countries instead of going direct
like usual. Miraculously all the orders made it to their destinations with the exception of one country whose borders

closed and were not receiving shipments or mail from other
countries. Those orders were all refunded and we hope by
shipping season this year we will be able to ship there again.
In the end we had a good year albeit it a bit tumultuous
to say the least. Thank you to each and every one of you
for your patience and more importantly your orders this past
season. I feel very fortunate and blessed in a year when so
many lost so much. I know some of you have personally felt
the loss of a family member or friend from this pandemic. I
hope that you have somehow been able to find peace and
closure.
With the dawning of the new year we all look forward to
return of some sort of normalcy. I have taken the plunge and
had a new website built. The old website has had its issues
over the years. Hopefully by the time you read this the new
site will be up and running. We are still toying each year with
the idea of scaling back or doing away with the catalogue. It
takes a great amount of effort and time to put it all together
but always seems so worth it when it is printed. There still
is nothing like turning the pages of a paper book. I would be
interested in hearing comments on a reduced catalogue or
even web only.
No awards to report this year as the American iris Society cancelled most all of its events including the judging
and awarding of garden performance medals due to covid.
Hopefully things will get back on track this year. Happy gardening, stay safe and healthy and once again thank you for
your loyal support of Mid-America Garden and our hybridizing efforts.
Thomas
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ALL IN VEIN (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 32" (81cm) Very

light grape standards with deep purple veins almost completely
covering the petals. Petal edges are surrounded by a gilt gold
narrow rim. Falls are deep purple with white rays extending
out to the center of the petal then becoming solid purple with
a stitched lavender rim. The backs of the falls are striped and
veined all the way to the edge giving a very cool effect especially when in bud. Bright orange beards and feathered white
style crests complete this wild ensemble. Good growth and
stems carrying 8 buds. Truly striking!! Sdlg TJ312A (Ghost
Writer x Expect Wonders) X (((Oreo x Hello Darkness) x Reckless
Abandon) X Cher And Cher Alike sib) 
$60.00

All in Vein
ANGELIC MORN (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB MidseasonLate 31" (79cm) White standards with wide gold band and

deep gold base and midrib. Falls are white with lavender band and gold touched hafts. Bright orange beards.
Creates a beautiful color combination and a garden standout. Sdlg TJ238B: (Hard To Resist Sib. x Edge Of Heaven)
X (Watercolor Print x Dignified). 
$60.00
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Angelic Morn
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Midseason 35" (89cm) Old gold standards with reddish violet

wash and dots. Falls are white with deep maroon hafts and
red violet doting forming a wide plicata band. Beards are
an interesting burnt orange. Beautiful full ruffled form on
excellent show stems. Strong growth. Gorgeous!! Sdlg
TI165YY: Unknown X Marry The Night Sib.
$60.00

Attitude
Adjustment

BASHFUL LOOK (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 36"
(91cm) Medium lavender pink standards. Falls are darker

Bashful Look

with a lighter edge. Beards are a frosted lavender. Nice
show stems, and a good grower. The flowers are well formed
with nice width and are lightly laced. A very lovely pastel.
Classy! Sdlg: TK187A: Magic Trick X (Poem Of Love x Those
Violet Eyes).
$60.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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BEACHY QUEEN (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 35" (89cm)

Deep toasted watermelon standards with lighter edges. Falls
are Light creamy pink with deeper toasted watermelon area
around beard extending to a fall wash and then a light buff
pink band. Very nicely ruffled full formed flowers are carried
on nice show stems with 8 buds. A very lovely blended creation. Sdlg TI232ZZ: (Blyth T201-1: (R89-2: (N245-3: Alpine
Harmony sib) x (O228-4: (L133-7: I’m Dreaming sib) x L304-1:
Platinum Class sib)) x R38-3: (P109-1: Wicked Woman x Pop
Star) x (P20-1: (Wedding Belle x Starring))) X Blyth W75:(Dance
A Dance Sib) x Unknown 
$55.00

Beachy
Queen

Big Flirt

BIG FLIRT (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 36"
(91cm) Flesh pink standards with pink flush in standards
and light veining throughout. Falls are deep grape purple
with white spray around beard and light lavender fall band.
Large and very wide ruffled flowers create a very dramatic
display. Amazing garden presence pulls you in for a closer
look every time. Sdlg TJ161C: Sergey X Que Sera Sera 

$55.00

BLUSHING LOVE (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason
33" (84cm) Icy pink white standards with light pink flush up

the midrib. Falls are light pink with deeper pink hafts and
edge and coral pink beards. Another approach to the elusive
pink amoena. Very nice classical form with show stems and
ample buds make Blushing Love a class act. Lovely indeed!!
Sdlg TI115ZZ: Sib to Poem Of Love X Keppel 06-156Y,
Friendly Advice sib. 
$60.00

Blushing Love

BOMBSHELL (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 34"
(86cm) Peach pink standards. Falls are peach with a deep

magenta fall wash. A peach center belly stripe starts below
the beard and extends to the petal edge then a wide lighter
peach fall band with a pencil thin magenta edge and tangerine beards complete the picture. Large round and full
formed flowers make quite a statement from a distance as
well as up close. Sdlg TI86B: Call Me Maybe X Twilight
Rhapsody. 
$60.00
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from the wonderful parent DRESSED TO THE NINES. White
Standards with lemon centers becoming faint veining to
petal edge. Falls are a deep rich red violet with a very light
lavender band and then a gold edge. The beards are tangerine tipped violet. Very nice ruffled form on fantastic show
stems. Break My Heart is a strong bloomer covering itself
with flowers. Fabulous!! Sdlg TJ252C: Dressed To The
Nines X When Doves Cry. 
$60.00

Break my Heart

COAT OF MANY COLORS (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Midseason 34"(86cm) This iris is a very complex mix of colors

and is hard to describe. I think it is best to just look at the
picture. The name Coat Of Many Colors seems to fit it well.
Nicely branched stems and good bud count combined with
lovely ruffled form make it a winner for sure. On top of all
of that it is a hybridizers dream, giving some of the most
awesome patterns in the seedling patch this past season. Coat
Of Many Colors is the product of two Barry Blyth seedlings.
Recommended!! Sdlg TK247A: Blyth W72-4, Pod parent of
One Man’s Art X Blyth W51, Epic Romance sib. 
$65.00

Coat Of
Many Colors
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BREAK MY HEART (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB MidseasonLate 36" (91cm) The first of many introductions this year

DANCE OFF (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason-Late
36"(91cm) Beige standards with violet flush up the midrib and
slight gold blending at petal edges. Falls are a rich deep lavender becoming lighter at the edge. Burnt orange beards are
tipped deep lavender. This is a very classy looking iris with gorgeous form and wide ruffles on show stems with ample buds. A
very dependable and consistent showoff in clump. Nice!! Sdlg
TJ117A: Sergey X All Ashore 
$55.00

Dance Off
DIAMOND HEART (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 36" (91cm)

Diamond
Heart

Gold standards with slight violet line up the midrib. Falls are lavender purple with deep gold thumbprints on either side of brilliant
tangerine beards. A brown band around the falls brings the whole
pattern to life. Wide overlapping falls, an easy grower and very floriferous, Diamond Heart is a welcome addition to the early season.
Sdlg TI137A: Painted Love X Hard To Resist 
$55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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DO THE FANDANGO (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Midseason-late 32" (81cm) Deep grape purple standards. Falls

are grape purple with deep purple black lines and a wide grape
purple band. Deep brown and grape purple blended beards.
Nicely ruffled flowers on good stems. A truly unique creation
with a very clean and mysterious look. I love it and hope you will
too. Sdlg TJ156A: Cherry Parfait X All things Considered and
Those Violet Eyes sib. 
$60.00

Do The
Fandango

EYES OF AN ANGEL (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Late 35" (89cm)

I have been working on the blue bearded pink iris pattern for quite
a few years. The biggest challenge is to keep the blue beard and
get the petals a more true pink and less lavender pink. I am quite
happy with Eyes Of An Angel. Beautiful pink standards and edge
on white falls with frosted powder blue beards. Wonderful wide
and ruffled flowers on good stems. A knockout in person and a
must for the lover blue bearded pinks. Sdlg TJ127A: Sib to Poem
Of Love X Soul Mate. 
$65.00

Eyes Of
An Angel

FULL OF JOY (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 34"
(86cm) Icy blue white standards with green infused midribs.
Falls are a lavender blue with white rays extending out from
around the beard becoming a wide white border. Very large
and wide ruffled flowers draw you in for a closer look. Very
pretty! Sdlg TJ156B, sib to Do The Fandango. 
$55.00

Full Of
Joy
GREETINGS MY LADY (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Earlymidseason 34" (86cm) Cream ground almost completely

overlaid with pink and a little bit of violet dotting. Falls are stark
white with a violet plicata band. Beards tangerine with red tips.
A very clean and pretty bicolor plicata. Nice wide form and
strong growth with show stems. Nice!! Sdlg TK215B: Sib to
Photo Shoot X Beautician. 
$55.00
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Gussied Up
HEADLINE NEWS (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 30"
(76cm) Wow is what I always say when I see this one bloom.

The flowers are large and very dramatic. Lavender standards
with a slightly darker infusion in the midrib. Falls are a very
deep plush purple black with a very ruffled lavender band
and then a thin deep purple wire edge. The beards are a brilliant orange. A very clean brilliant contrast. Makes startling
clumps!! Highly recommended. Sdlg TI169ZZ: sib to Higher
Love X Twilight Rhapsody. 
$70.00

Headline
News
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GUSSIED UP (Thomas Johnson ’21)TB Midseason 35" (89cm)

Stark white standards with a slight lavender wash in the center.
Falls are a deep rich purple with white lines and a white rim.
Gold style crests show through between the standards providing a nice contrast. Orange red beards add to the effect. Very
showy and a garden visitor favorite. Strong growth and good
stems add to the appeal. Sdlg. TJ224A, sib to Thundering
Applause. 
$65.00

HEY SOUL SISTER (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 37"
(94cm) Standards are white with lavender blue dotted plicata

band. Falls white with a blue violet plicata band. Beards are
an intriguing lavender blue. A very pretty color combination
set off by the beautiful color of the beard. Sdlg TJ174A: parentage unknown lost tag. 
$55.00

Hey Soul Sister
IGNITE THE LIGHT (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Earlymidseason 36" (91cm) This has been a hard one for me to

Ignite The Light

capture the beauty of in a photo. Very light yellow standards
are heavily flushed deep golden yellow at the base and in the
center transitioning to veining at the edge. Falls are a rich
reddish brown with a lemon yellow and white blended band.
A clump of this blooming in the full sun is spectacular. An
excellent garden iris that is well branched, budded and floriferous. Sdlg TJ225ZZ: TG170 X Apricot Smoothie.  $55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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Instant Message

INSTANT MESSAGE (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 34"
(86cm) Standards have a white ground that is almost com-

pletely overlaid with lavender blue. Falls have a stark white
ground with a deep inky blue purple plicata band. Tangerine
beards are tipped violet. Garden performance is what comes
to mind when I think of this iris. It is a very floriferous and
strong grower that is quite stunning in full clump. Amazingly
beautiful!! Sdlg TI128A: Whisper In The Wind X TZ219AA:
(Rumor Has It x High Octane). 
$55.00

JUST YOU AND ME (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Late 37"
(94cm) Standards are a blended pink with peach gold

bands. Falls are white with a narrow light peach band.
There is a slight medium peach touched haft area on either
side of large powder blue beards. Wonderful wide and
ruffled and even slightly laced flowers are carried on gorgeous show stems. A fantastic way to close the season. A
very much admired, elegant beauty!! Sdlg TH122A: Hold
Me Now X Lasting Moment
$60.00

Just You
And Me

LOVING EMBRACE (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason
37" (94cm) Icy blue white standards are heavily flushed melon
orange in centers. Petal edges are touched lemon. Falls are a full
Medium salmon to orange with bright tangerine to red beards.
As an added touch the peekaboo style crests are orange. Tall
and well branched for the early season. Sdlg TJ334ZZ: (Lost in
Dreams sib x Bashful Love.
$55.00

Loving Embrace
MADLY IN LOVE (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Late
38"(97cm) Standards are a blend of salmon and flesh pink

deeper at the edges and with a heavy deep violet flush in
center of petals. Falls are a milk white with a peach pink
border and white tipped tangerine beards. Beautiful show
stems with ample buds. The flowers are heavily ruffled and
lightly laced. Another welcome addition to the late season
bloomers. A very intriguing color. Beautiful!! Sdlg. TH65B:
Catch My Breath X (Silk Road x Full Of Grace). 
$60.00
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band. This is an iris that has to be seen to truly appreciate the sharpness and clarity of the pattern. Very nice wide
overlapping ruffled form on great show stems. Moonlit
Rendezvous is a prolific grower and bloomer. Makes a striking garden iris. Nice!! Sdlg TJ95ZZ: Center Ice X Hard To
Resist.
$60.00

Moonlit
Rendezvous
MY PRETTY (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Late 34" (86cm)

Ivory standards with a blue cast and a strong deep pink
center spot. Falls are light blue, pink and white blend with
deep pink hafts and very light powder blue beards. Very wide
form helps to show off the deep pink thumbprint hafts. Very
distinctive and pretty. Sdlg TJ93A: Beauty Within X (Poem Of
$60.00
Love sib x Magic Act). 

My Pretty
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MOONLIT RENDEZVOUS (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Early 32" (81cm) Stark white with deep inky blue violet fall

MYSTERY LADY (Thomas Johnson ’21) Midseason-Late
35" (89cm) Dusty rose standards with deeper violet flush

in center. Falls are slate blue purple with dusty rose hafts
and tangerine beards. Well branched and budded stems
assure a queen of show every time. Mystery Lady is a
heavy bloomer covering itself in flowers. Strong growth
with rapid increase. An iris that will draw you in for a closer
inspection every time. Nice!! Sdlg TJ116A: Barbara Rider
X All Ashore. 
$55.00

Mystery Lady
ONE THAT I WANT (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 33"
(84cm) White ground standards overlaid with deep purple

One That
I Want

just allowing a bit of white to show in the center. Falls
are white with a deep purple black band and deep purple
black hafts around blue tipped rust beards. This is one
long blooming iris. It starts the season and is still flowering
when the late bloomers start. Very floriferous and a vigorous grower. Nicely formed wide and ruffled flowers. A
quality iris! Sdlg TJ145ZZ: (Circle Of Light x Grapetizer) X
High Desert. 
$55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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PIECE BY PIECE (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason
36"(91cm) White ground standards are almost completely

sanded and dotted gold, lighter in the center. Falls are white
with deep red violet hafts and rim at distill end of petal. The
border on the sides of the fall is heavily dotted med lavender. Yellow beards with light lavender tips add to the interest.
This is a very interesting and different color combination for a
plicata. Very lovely and cheery. A good strong grower with
nice form stems and buds with classic form. Fantastic! Sadly,
for hybridizers the cross tag had faded and I could not read it
so it is unknown parentage. Sdlg TK172A: unknown parentage
(faded tag). 
$60.00

Piece
By Piece

PUERTO VALLARTA (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 36"
(91cm) Puerto Vallarta the iris kind of reminds me of the beautiful sunsets over the ocean on the beach in Puerto Vallarta thus
the name. Brilliant golden yellow standards. Falls have dark
yellow hafts that blend to a lighter lemon wash and finally deepening to a mustard yellow edge. Salmon shadings are deeper
at the haft becoming a blended wash inside the yellow edge.
There is also a large white patch below the intensely saturated
yellow/orange beards. A very consistent garden performer with
show stems and 9 buds. An easy and strong grower that really
add a bright spot of color in the garden. Super!! Sdlg TJ103YY:
In The News X Dressed To The Nines. 
$55.00

Puerto Vallarta
REACH THE STARS (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason-late
35" (89cm) A difficult iris to photograph but stunning to see in

person especially in clump. White standards have a clean gold
edge. Falls are white with a deep violet band and gold touched
hafts. The super clean white falls are the perfect contrast for
tangerine beards. A clump of Reach The Stars is memorable to
say the least!! Sdlg TJ238ZZ: sib to Angelic Morn 
$65.00

Reach
The Stars
READ MY MIND (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 34"
(86cm) Medium lemon yellow standards with rosy pink infused

centers. Falls are a very deep maroon with a lavender pink
diffused band that blends to a light lemon pink band. Big wide
and ruffled blooms on show stems will stop you dead in your
tracks. Oh la la!! Sdlg TJ252A: Dressed To The Nines X When
Doves Cry
$60.00
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falls. Flowers are large, full and beautifully ruffled. A very nice
addition to the purple iris palette. The strange rust to almost
brown beards add a bit of mystery. Very classy indeed!! Sdlg
TI240ZZ: Blyth V122-1: (Hysteria x Haunted Heart) X Blyth
V196-1: ((Florentine Silk x Decadence) x Haunted Heart).  $60.00

Rule The
World

Rolling In
The Deep
RULE THE WORLD (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 35"
(89cm) White standards and edge on plum purple falls.

SAY THE WORD (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason 35"
(89cm) Some iris just remind me of food, perhaps it is just my

Red beards really pop and add a brightness to the flower.
Rule The World was labeled for introduction from its maiden
bloom. Always a delight with its strong growth, heavy bloom
and show stems. Truly a delight that never disappoints.
Sdlg TJ212ZZ: TG151B: (Seasons In The Sun x Twilight
Rhapsody) X sib to Elite. 
$55.00
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ROLLING IN THE DEEP (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseasonlate 33" (84cm) Medium grape standards and edge on deep violet

insatiable appetite talking, but this one reminds of some sort of
yummy mango flavored desert. Say The Word has very ruffled
mango to peach blended standards and edge on white falls
with a deep mango wash on the hafts and below the beard. A
good grower and bloomer, Say The Word is a stunner, especially in full sun the color really shines. Very unique and won’t
be confused with another. Gorgeous!! Sdlg TJ326A: Blyth
W51-1: ((Novel Idea x Gypsy Lord) x Magical) X Blyth W49-1:
Free to Dream x (T201-2: (R89-2: (N245-3: Alpine Harmony sib)
(O228-4: (L133-7: I’m Dreaming) L304-1: Platinum Class sib)) x
R38-1: (P109-1: Wicked Woman x Pop Star) x P20-1: (Wedding
Belle x Starring))) 
$60.00

Say The
Word

SHOUT IT OUT LOUD (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early
37" (94cm) Icy blue white standards are slightly darker in

Shout It
Out Loud

the center. Falls are a deep indigo blue purple with lighter
lavender band and then a purple wire rim. Short white rays
radiate out from around either side of orange beards. Large
blooms on show stems on very floriferous and long blooming clumps. Very bold!! TJ137YY: Shine On Me Sunshine X
Dressed To The Nines 
$55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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SMASHING SENSATION (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Midseason 35"(89cm) Oyster standards with lemon infusions

throughout. Falls are a purple and violet blend with a wide light lavender band. Large ruffled and extremely showy blooms make this
a very decadent looking confection. Nicely branched and budded.
Extremely showy!! Sdlg: TJ231B: When Doves Cry X Dressed To
The Nines 
$60.00

Smashing
Sensation

SMOLDERING PASSION (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB
Midseason-late 35" (89cm) Smooth black cherry standards

over deeper black cherry falls with fully saturated tangerine
orange beards. The clarity and smoothness of the color is
very clean and crisp looking in the garden. Fantastic growth
and show stems coming from the wonderful parent ‘Sharp
Dressed Man’. Very striking and sharp looking for sure!!
TJ80ZZ: Iconic X Sharp Dressed Man. 
$60.00

Smoldering
Passion

SO HAPPY (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Early 33" (84cm) Our
fascination continues with the lined pattern. Standards are
white. Falls are a white ground with lavender wash and deep
lavender veins that extend from the base of the standards to
the wide white border. Brilliant tangerine beards and gold
touched hafts complete the look. Strong growth with nice
stems and buds on vigorous, floriferous plants. TJ223ZZ:
TG167E: (Mardi Gras Ball x ((Hysteria x Let’s Romp sib) x
Mango Daiquiri sib))) X TG168A: (Mardi Gras Ball x Berserk).

$60.00

So Happy

STRAWBERRY BLISS (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason
34" (86cm) Pink standards; falls are medium rosy pink in the

center forming a deeper rosy pink blended band. Beautiful
ruffled and even lightly laced petal edges that are well formed
on good stems. Strawberry Bliss is a good grower and
makes a beautiful clump. The flowers do fade with age but
are still very lovely. Large shrimp pink beards certainly add to
the attraction. One that has been much admired. Beautiful!!
Sdlg: TJ147A: In The Moment sib X (Poster Girl x Cameo
Minx). 
$60.00
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the edge. Falls are a deep lavender purple with a very wide
and ruffled medium lavender band. Yellow orange beards
are tipped lavender. If you are into the dramatic this certainly
fits the bill. Spectacular in clump with an abundance of large
ruffled show stems. Strike A Chord is a sister to Read My
Mind and Break My Heart. Sdlg: TJ252E: Dressed To The
Nines X When Doves Cry.
$60.00

Strike A
Chord
STUCK ON YOU (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseason-late 35"
(89cm) Lavender pink standards with a deeper lavender wash

in the center. Falls are a smooth rich lavender blue violet with
a deeper lavender blue patch below the beard. Beards are a
salmon pink with lavender tips. Slightly smaller, tight, wellformed and ruffled blooms on show stems make Stuck on You
a later season blooming sensation. Sdlg: TI 116ZZ: Poem Of
Love X Crowned In Glory. 
$60.00

Stuck On You
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STRIKE A CHORD (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Midseasonlate 34" (86cm) Medium lavender standards are darker at

TABOO (Thomas Johnson ’21) Midseason 35" (89cm) Light
lemon yellow standards are washed and veined a darker
lemon. Falls are a medium lavender blue with a dark maroon
wash over the falls, and deepening at the hafts. A lighter
lavender fall band and center belly stripe that extends from
below the beard to the petals edge completes the pattern.
Super strong growth with large showy flowers on nice show
stems. A longer season of bloom was also noted in the field
this year. TI83ZZ: ((Sirocco Mist x Dinner Talk) x Carnival
Capers) X Twilight Rhapsody. 
$60.00

Taboo
UNTAMED GLORY (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Novelty-semi flat
Midseason 28" (71cm) Untamed Glory is a novelty iris. It has six

Untamed Glory

falls and no standards very consistently but instead of going completely flat they hold in the shape of a magnolia bloom. It is very
reminiscent in form of a very old cultivar by Opal Brown called Pink
Magnolia. A clump of Untamed Glory will completely cover itself with
these large ruffled salmon pink flowers with irregular white broken
color. Definitely an iris for those who love the novelties. TI225YY:
Blyth W75: ((T201-1: (R89-2: (N245-3: Alpine Harmony sib) (O228-4:
(L133-7: I’m Dreaming) L304-1: Platinum Class sib))xR38-1: (P1091: Wicked Woman x Pop Star) x P20-1: (Wedding Belle x Starring)))
x ?) Blyth W68-4: ((Certain Magic sib x Stay Stylish pod parent sib)
x Chasing Destiny)
$60

www.mid-americagarden.com
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WRAP HER UP (Thomas Johnson ’21) TB Late 36"(91cm)

Apricot to salmon pink standards with a rosy lavender flush up
the midrib. Falls are a rich magenta rose that is very clean with
a nice ruffled edge and red orange beards. Wrap Her Up is a
very clean bicolor and we think much prettier than the photo
depicts. Very pretty show stems Wrap Her Up makes a very
elegant show near the end of the season. Sdlg TJ159D: (Poster
Girl x Cameo Minx) X Highly Classified. 
$55.00

Wrap Her Up

Gussied Up

Eyes Of An Angel
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ALL ABOUT FASHION (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseasonlate 34"(86cm) The standards are crisp pure white. Falls are

strong reddish toned violet, occasionally flecked white at
edges on the ruffles. A clean white signal spreads out and
around for about 3/4" from light orange beards, tipped white
on end of a few hairs. A striking show winning amoena. Sdlg
A134-1: Misty Sunlight sib X Cherries And Cream sib.  $55.00

All About Fashion
BURGUNDY RULES (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Early-Midseason
38" (96cm) There have been many Iris named in these

Burgundy
Rules

colours, however here is one that puts on such a spectacular
show, it calls for your attention. Standards are light violet,
harmonizing with the richer colored red burgundy falls and
beards of violet brown. Show stems both for flower quality
and branching. Sdlg Z40-A: Dash Of Burgundy X Devil By
Night
$55.00

Barry Blyth � Tall Bearded Iris Introductions 2021

BARRY BLYTH
TALL BEARDED INTRODUCTIONS

DESTINY’S KISS (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 37" (94cm)

The nearest approach to a pink amoena so far. The standards are not pure white as they have a faint flush of pink
in the midribs, so strictly speaking, it is not a true amoena.
Falls are lovely soft smooth pink with lighter near white ¼"
edge. Beards soft tangerine on white. Lovely ruffled blooms
on well branched show stems. Makes small plants and good
increaser. Delicious! Fertile. Sdlg X228-6: Lost In Dreams sib
X Bashful Love
$65.00

Destiny’s Kiss
HEART RACER (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Late 36" (91cm) A
delicious Iris with standards of icy pink flushed softest rose
at midribs. The falls are light magenta with a ¼" well defined
edge of the standard colour. Beards are lightly burnt tangerine. It has a light perfume. Huge blooms and well branched.
Sdlg. Y64-A: Soul Singer sib X Painted Words sib  $60.00

Heart Racer
www.mid-americagarden.com
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Impressed

IMPRESSED (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Late 37"(94cm)

Opalescent white standards tinted cream and showing more
cream-lemon in warmer areas of the country. Falls are rich
burgundy to burgundy black and a faint 1/16" lighter wire
edge of lighter burgundy on the many ruffles. There is a small
spray of white beside the beards which are layered brown
over yellow over white. Sdlg A120-1: Shipboard Romance
X ((( Certain Magic x Stay Stylish pollen parent) x (((Wicked
Woman x Starring) x (I’m Dreaming sib x Platinum Class sib))
x Adoree)) x Valley Of Dreams)
$55.00

INKED IN (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 38" (96cm) Having had the

opportunity to flower many thousands of plicatas over the years and
seen many more in other seedling patches, this stands out for me as
being very memorable. The standards are white, lightly veined light
violet over most of the area, shading deeper at midribs and towards the
base. The falls are white with a ¼" stitched edge of near solid mid violet.
The really striking parts of this flower are the hafts and style crests. The
hafts are near black, heavily shaded brown, spreading out on the falls to
the ends of the beards. Beards are white, heavily tipped violet-brown.
Show branching and should win at a late show. Good parent, though not
$60.00
easy. Sdlg. X268-6: sib to Margin Trader. 

Lovology

MAGIC IN ME (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason-late 37" (94cm) This
came from a cross made in Keith Keppel’s garden in Oregon by
me using an American Iris as pod parent and pollen parent is from
a Keppel cross made in Australia from Australian varieties and seed
sent back to US and raised by Keith Keppel. The seedling which was
to become Magic In Me was raised and selected in Australia and was
returned to America for naming and introduction, a complete international effort! Standards are creamy lemon, faintly flushed lavender
at midribs. The falls are lavender-violet with blended tan around the
edges and hafts. Beards are prominent burnt tangerine. An elegant
Iris that grows easily and flowers in profusion. Sdlg. Z16-1: Wishes
Granted X Keppel 11-178X: (Jealous Guy x Rubenesque) 
$65.00

Inked In
LOVOLOGY (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 37" (94cm)

A very pretty approach to a pink amoena that makes a super
garden display. It has some excellent show stems. Standards
are white, flushed with soft pink at the midribs. Falls are soft
creamy pink, deeper on the outer ½" and at the hafts. Beards
are tangerine on white. Sdlg Y63-B: Bring Me Diamonds X
Handful Of Magic 
$55.00

Magic In Me

Mysticano
NOBLE CLASS (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 36" (91cm)

This is moving towards that fabled black and white tall
bearded Iris. The standards are icy white. Falls are near
black violet. There is a variable 1/4" white-violet shading on
the reverse of falls that shows on the ruffles, also a small
white spray each side of beards that are black violet, tipped
light orange. Lovely flared form and show stems. Sdlg
Z108-1: Pollen parent of Say The Word X (Colour Bazaar x
unknown)
$55.00

Barry Blyth � Tall Bearded Iris Introductions 2021

MYSTICANO (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Early-Midseason 34" (86cm)

A striking and contrasting variegata. Standards are light golden
yellow infused tan and with faint light violet infusion at base of
midribs. The falls are near black with a reddish cast. A small spray
of white is at each side of the orange-over-white beards. Show
stems abound and it is fertile. Variegatas are difficult to improve
upon in hybridizing and this we feel is a good step towards that
elusive perfect specimen. Sdlg Y77-A: (Keppel 06-59A: ((Italian
Master sib x (( Enjoy The Party x Kathleen Kay Nelson) x Calling))
x Lesley Blyth 03L-4-4: (Secret Service x Wearing Rubies)) x
Reckless Abandon) X Island Drumbeat sib
$55.00

Noble Class
POETIC DREAM (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 38"
(96cm) A delicious ruffled creamy pastel. The standards

are creamy white, flushed lavender and shading to lemon
at the midribs. Falls are white with 1/4" blended edge of
creamy lemon. Beards are crisp soft lemon over white.
Exceptional form and display in a clump. Super show
Iris and should be an exceptional parent. Sdlg. A71-1:
(Galway Piper x Bring Me Diamonds) X (Valley Of Dreams
x (Cascadian Rhythm x Adoree)) 
$60.00

Poetic Dream

SASSY TALK (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 36" (91cm) Best

Sassy Talk

way to describe this is to look at the photograph. However,
standards are creamy lemon with a faint wire edge and even
lighter veining of the fall colour. Style arms are prominent tan
over lemon. Falls are white with variable red-violet stitching
and dotting, occasionally showing as “broken color”. It is
a strong color contrast. Beards are old gold over red-violet.
Show stems and makes a definite statement in the garden.
Fertile. Sdlg X138-E: Petticoat Shuffle X Keppel 09-85D, Mixed
Signals sib 
$55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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SUGAR WITH THAT (B. Blyth ’21) F TB EarlyMidseason 35"(89) Coming from our ongoing search for the

perfect pink amoena is this ruffled delicious apricot-peach,
near amoena with just a hint of apricot-pink at midribs.
Falls are smooth soft apricot-peach with a slightly lighter
flush below the beards. The beards are white tipped soft
orange. Gorgeous form and all good garden habits. Fertile
and should be a great parent. Sdlg A144-1: Destiny’s Kiss
X Lost In Dreams. 
$55.00

Sugar With
That
THINK DIAMONDS (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Early-Midseason 38"
(96cm) We have loved this sister to Lovology from the first day

it opened and it has been exceptional each season since. The
standards are creamy white, deepening at midribs to soft lemon.
Falls are creamy white with rich gold hafts spreading across
the falls and shading lighter down the falls. Beards are golden
orange, lightening towards outer parts. Branching is a bit high
for a champion show stem, but it has heaps of buds and makes a
spectacular display in a clump. Good increaser. Sdlg Y63-A: Bring
Me Diamonds X Handful Of Magic. 
$65.00

Totally
Charmed

Think Diamonds
TOTALLY CHARMED (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason 37"
(94cm) Apart from its excellent production of show stems, this

lovely Iris should really charm the judges. The standards are white
with a faint flush of soft pink at the midribs. The falls are wide and
lightly ruffled and pastel peach over cream. Some light tan veining
radiating from the hafts. Very fertile. Organza, its pod parent is
proving to be a super parent. Sdlg Y110-B: Organza X Lost In
Dreams. 
$55.00

WEARING PINK (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Early-Midseason 38"
(96cm) A difficult colour to convey with words. Shades of
rose-pink, more silver on the falls. Beards are vivid tangerine.
Lightly flared, with consistent show stems. A real pleasure to
grow and admire. Fertile. Sdlg Y62-A: Bring Me Diamonds X
Galway Piper.
$55.00
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as are pink amoenas. This one has bright lemon-yellow
standards with a fine 1/32” burgundy wire edge. Falls are
rich burgundy with an outpouring of yellow coming 1/3 of
the way down the falls. Beards are gold. Plenty of show
stems. Fertility untried. Sdlg A131-1: (Superhero x Reckless
Abandon) X Bombastic.
$55.00

With Daring
YOU CAN DANCE (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Early-Midseason
36" (91cm) Standards are shaded from near white to soft

rosy pink at the midribs. Falls are shaded from pale pink,
deepening to soft rose pink and again lightening below the
tangerine beards. The reverse of the falls shows well with
the ruffles and is near white to soft rose pink. Good grower
with good garden traits. Should be an interesting parent as
Valley Of Dreams has given an abundance of worthy children. Sdlg: Y105-A: sib to Impressed pollen parent $55.00
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WITH DARING (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason-late 36"
(91cm) Variegatas are nearly as difficult to improve upon

You Can Dance
ZIP TO THE MOON (B. Blyth ’21) F TB Midseason
38" (96cm) ) A near amoena. Standards are white with

cream shading at midribs. Styles are lemon yellow and
noticeable. Falls are rich golden yellow. Beards are vivid
tangerine. Gorgeous in the garden including some show
stems. A break through in colour patterns and it took
Iris from Ghio, Keppel and Blyth to do it. It has been
difficult to have a tangerine beard on a yellow amoena,
always it was a yellow beard. The genetic link has been
broken after 50 years of trying. Sdlg Z25-A: Jubilance X
$55.00
Emblematic. 

Zip The Moon

Think Diamonds
clump

www.mid-americagarden.com
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All Rise

LYNDA MILLER
TALL BEARDED
INTRODUCTIONS
ALL RISE (L. Miller ’21) TB Early-Midseason 31" (78cm)

Standards and styles orchid pink; falls orchid-purple paling at
edges. Beards dark tangerine with frilly light purple flounces.
Show stalks with three branches and 2 spurs. Consistent!!!
Sdlg 815E: ((Winning Ticket x Rock ‘N Roll)) x Act Surprised))
X 2313A: (((Beyond Dreams x Pink Cushion) x Act Surprised)) x
Blowing Kisses))). 
$60.00

CHISELED (L. Miller ’21) TB Late 40" (102cm) Standards
smoky dark red violet bordered old gold; falls opening black
lightening slightly to dark red violet black. There are a few
white to gold lines alongside dark golden orange beards.
Strong growth and stalks with ample buds!! Form! Sdlg
$55.00
8214K: Serving Wench X One Of A Kind. 

Chiseled

HOBNOBBING (L. Miller ’21) TB Early-Midseason 32"
(81cm) Standards and styles are clear pink; falls pale orchid

intensifying to a deep orchid border. Tangerine beards lightening to white pink at the tip ending with a slightly deeper horn. 8
buds on nicely branched stalks. Big sister to All Rise and fairer
more feminine colors. Sdlg 815A: sib to All Rise.
$55.00

Hobnobbing

MAGICAL NIGHT (L. Miller ’21) TB Midseason
Late 34" (86cm) Standards lacy orchid pink veined
plum; falls black lightening to dark red-violet with
a few pink lines beside mysterious purple beards
tipped deep bronze; Large well-formed blooms and
great color!! Sdlg 4515D: Ninja Warrior X Fatherland.

$55.00

Magical Night
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are a cream ground plicata with dotting and stitching of
dark plum purple over most of petal; Beards flesh pink.
4 Branches with up to 14 buds!! A garden standout!!
Sdlg 7015: Ninja Warrior X Action Packed. 
$55.00

Il Canto Delle
Sirene

Scattergram

LORENA MONTANARI
TALL BEARDED
INTRODUCTIONS

Lynda Miller � Tall Bearded Iris Introductions 2021

SCATTERGRAM (L. Miller ’21) TB Midseason 40"
(102cm) Standards dusky pink veined maroon; falls

IL CANTO DELLE SIRENE (L. Montanari
’21) TB Midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet, stan-

dards icy white; falls white, shaded salmon
with thick purple lines extending from throat
becoming darker and broader toward purple
and white dotted band & wire purple rim;
beards orange. A very lovely and striking
flower with very nice stems and buds. Sdlg
12/11-O: Puccini X Spring Madness. $55.00

Orange
Temptation
www.mid-americagarden.com
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PAUL BLACK TALL BEARDED
INTRODUCTIONS
ALL GROWN UP (P. Black ’21)TB Late-Very Late 32" (81cm) Strong,
well-branched stalks are able to showcase these giant-sized blooms
without crowding. Lavishly ruffled standards have rosy mauve centers
blended to wide light chalky gray lavender margins. Broad falls blend
from pale violet blue to mid violet blue and gradually darkening to dark
violet and banded dark plum. Two toned beards are gray tipped light
coral and outward to mid violet. Stalks have 2 branches and 6-7 buds.
Sdlg. V159Q, Pleasure’s All Mine sib X Escape From Boredom $55.00

All Grown Up
BECOMING (P. Black ’21) TB Late-Very late 30" (76cm)

‘Becoming’ is a love it or hate it iris. It is always ‘Becoming’
a different version of itself. The transformation from beginning to end is dramatic. Love it or hate it, you will always be
able to identify it immediately. It begins life as a rich dark
purple blend. Within a few hours fall centers begin transform
to golden tan and finally to tan. Standards undergo a similar
but less dramatic change. Standards interior remains a vivid
mid purple. Beards are a strange gray, tan, and purple mix.
Stalks with 4 branches and spur and 12-14 buds ensure
there’ll be plenty of flowers to help you make up your mind
whether it is love or hate. Sdlg. Y54C, Drag Race sib $60.00

Becoming
BESPOKE (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Very Late 34" (76cm) The hazy
anthocyanin (blue to purple pigments) over the lower falls of plicatas
have been informally dubbed “ghost plics” because of their ethereal
appearance. It is probably a variant of the Celestar pattern and can vary
considerably in intensity and application. White standards are heavily
plic sanded over centers becoming solid toward red plum bands lined
darker plum and showcasing unique black plum styles. Wide white falls
have 3/4 inch stitched and sanded lilac plic bands with ghostly light
lilac rouging inside them and dark plum haft markings. Mid marigold
beards are a delightful accent. Show stalks have 4 branches and spur
and 10-12 buds. Later bloom helps ensure a quality performance in
colder climates. Sdlg. Y14F: Inklination X Steal My Heart
$55.00

Bespoke
BRING ON THE BRIGHT (P. Black ’21) TB EarlyMidseason 33" (84cm) Get out your sunglasses, you’re

going to need them. Mid peach to cantaloupe blended standards darken toward their edge. Mid gold falls are heavily
washed vivid orange giving great depth of color. Glowing
orange beards demand your attention. Three branches carry
7-8 buds. Sdlg. X20A: Brilliance X O38A: (Magical Glow x
Impulsive)
$55.00
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Optimist” to believe a variegated foliage and variegated
flower in the same plant can be created. Optimism wins
out. Here it is. Standards have larger random segments of
dusky lilac and straw. White falls are banded varying from
mid gold to dull peach to red plum and centers are randomly splashed and streaked lilac to red plum. Foliage
and stalks are green streaked ivory white. It isn’t perfect
but it is a great starting point. Sdlg. V24A: Variegated
Wonder X Die Laughing
$60.00

Cockeyed
Optimist
CROSS YOUR HEART (P. Black ’21) TB Late-Very Late 30"
(76cm) Large blocky blooms have broad undulating ruffles

Cross Your Heart

and yet still maintain a tightly structured form. The light salmon
flowers have falls that blend darker toward their edges and are
lined overall darker salmon. Large beards are a mélange of graywhite, brown, and tangerine. Husky growth produces stalks with
2 branches plus 2 spurs producing 8 buds. Sdlg. Y82C: V22B:
(Toast Of The Town x mixed cross) X V110A: (Fred And Ginger
x S26NN: (New Face x O23C: (Drinks At Sunset x Weekend
Update)))
$60.00

Paul Black � Tall Bearded Iris Introductions 2021

COCKEYED OPTIMIST (P. Black ’21) TB EarlyMidseason 30" (81cm) One does have to be a “Cockeyed

DOT DASH DOT (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late 34" (86cm)

If you want a gorgeous and rugged plicata, this one is for you. Its
parentage represents some of the finest plicata genes. “Ghost
plic” standards are white with chalky purple wash, near black
midribs, and finished with wide dark purple exuberantly ruffled
plicata bands. Dark purple styles lurk inside. Wide white falls are
delicately edged in mid purple stitched ruffles. Beards are dark
indigo. Purple base foliage helps make it unique among a large
field of existing purple and white plics. Strong show stalks have
3 branches and 2 spurs with 9-11 buds. Sdlg. Y155C: V144B,
Cloud Gate sib X V6B: (Ink Patterns x S91A: Raindrops Keep
Falling sib)
$55.00

Dot Dash Dot
FRESH MORNING SHOWER (P. Black ’21) Early-Midseason
35" (89cm) Let your nose delight in the freshness of a morning

Fresh Morning
Shower

shower. Full formed and ruffled white blooms have standards
widely banded with clean mid blue wash and darker stitching
that is echoed in the mid blue styles. Falls have narrow light lilac
rouged bands plic stitched darker. It declares the arrival of spring.
Sturdy stalks have 4 branches plus a rebranch and spur creating
10-14 buds. There is a prominent spicy fragrance. Sdlg. Y155A,
Dot Dash Dot sib
$55.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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HAPPY DAYDREAM (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late
33" (84cm) Imagine laying in a lush green meadow with the
warmth of the sun lulling you into a ‘Happy Daydream’. These
tightly formed mid yellow blooms have just enough ruffling to
give them a bouncy lift. Darker gold texture veins descend the
falls. Strong show stalks have 3 branches and spur providing
9-10 buds. Its strong spicy fragrance is a plus. Sdlg. X10B:
Beauty Becomes Her X Haunted Heart
$55.00

Happy
Daydream

HEY LOOK ME OVER (P. Black ’21) TB Early-Midseason
31"(79cm) How about two thumbs up for visual impact in

the landscape! Standards and styles are bright mid gold. A
wide lighter tan gold blended band surrounds ruffled middark mahogany falls. White hafts are veined dark mahogany.
Beards are marigold. Stalks have 3 branches and 7-9 buds.
Interesting plicata heritage. Strong growth. Sdlg. Y36B:
Spice Trader X Around The Sun
$60.00

Hey Look
Me Over
LASER LIGHT SHOW (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late 34"
(86cm) Streaks of color and pattern appear before your eyes.

Its uniqueness brings to mind its sibling ‘Rise Like a Phoenix’.
The outer two-thirds of palest lavender standards are washed
and sanded tan and heavily veined dark plum. What an evolution standards have undergone! The center half of falls is white
closely and heavily veined purple-black irregularly terminating
into the black lower half that has a white dotted rim. Three
show branched stalks have 8-10 buds. Sdlg. U53F, Rise Like
A Phoenix sib
$60.00

Laser Light
Show
PIE IN THE SKY (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late 28"
(71cm) This comes from a remake of the cross that pro-

duced ‘Cockeyed Optimist’. It also has variegated flowers
and foliage, but flower variegation is more subtle. White
flowers have random patches of light yellow randomly
flecked ruby. Excellent blue green and cream variegated
foliage and stalks. There are three branches and 7 buds.
$55.00
Sdlg. X39A: Variegated Wonder X Die Laughing
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harmony of a great symphony and then add a little plic magic to
it. The range of colors and markings of ‘Plic Symphony’ is quite
appealing. Centers of white standards have random mid violet
dotting and midribs transitioning to wide mid plum plic bands.
Centers of dark yellow falls are dotted dark red-brown becoming
heavier toward dark wine plic bands. Marigold beards are surrounded by a white patch lined and sanded dark brown. Showy
clumps of stalks with 3 branches and 8-10 buds. Sdlg. X72H:
S127MM, Are You Free sib X S127NN, Are You Free sib $60.00

Plic Symphony
RETICULATED RUBY (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late 33"
(84cm) ) ‘Reticulated Ruby’ probably won’t win any beauty

Reticulated
Ruby
SO MUCH MORE (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Very Late 32"
(81cm)Oh my, there is ‘So Much More’ lace but look between

the styles and there are what appear to be little floating islands of
partial styles. It is very unique and rarely occurs. It is a stable and
consistent trait. Mid pink standards are banded butter cream.
Mid peach styles have lacy butter cream crests. White falls
have peach hafts and butter cream laced edges. Stalks have 3
branches with 6-7 buds. Sdlg. X69A: S122MM: (O101XX: (L2A,
Beauty Becomes Her pollen parent x M56A, Advanced Degree
pollen parent) x N131A: (J159B: (Prince Of Pirates x Romantic
Evening) x Dressed To Kill)) X T80B: (P56B, Bubblicious x Q6A:
(Dearie x Drifting Bubbles))
$65.00

contest. It is being introduced mostly for the unique reticulated
fall pattern. This is the first time I’ve seen it, although there may
be others. Veins normally descend the falls in an open linear
fashion. Reticulated Ruby’s veins all interconnected so as to
create islands of darker color. The patterning isn’t obvious until
the veins lighten as the flower ages. Standards are mid mauve
and falls mid garnet with lighter reticulated veining overall.
Well-branched stalks have 7-8 buds. Sdlg. Y90A: V51A: (Q4C,
Laughing Clown sib x T76B: (P54B, Living Your Dreams sib x
P83B: (L95C,New Face sib x Crash Course))) X Me And My
Shadow
$55.00
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PLIC SYMPHONY (P. Black ’21) TB Early-Midseason 32"
(81cm) Listen to the changes in rhythm, voice, timbre and

So Much More
SPLASH OUT (P. Black ’21) Early-Midseason 31" (79cm)

Splash Out

You’ll be ready to ‘Splash Out’ for this bold beauty. Midlight smoky mulberry standards are widely banded light tan
and rimmed gilt gold. Near black lines of expansive falls are
overlaid velvety darkest burgundy and decorated with ruffled
rose bands. Startling large tangerine beards are flanked with
butter hafts veined dark garnet. Well-branched stalks have
4 branches and 8-9 buds. May rebloom in warmer climates.
Sdlg. Y32CR, Autumn Jewel sib
$60.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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STARDUST EVENING (P. Black ’21) TB Early-Midseason
31" (79cm) Even before opening, its opalescent silver gray

Stardust Evening

buds are intriguing. As the buds open there is a transformation to dark purple flowers. Dark indigo purple standards are
narrowly banded dark red purple as are styles. Wide, ruffled
and laced falls are dark indigo purple becoming lighter toward
edges and rimmed dark purple. Mixed old gold to brown
beards are sandwiched between white hafts heavily veined/
sanded black purple. Stalks have 3-4 branches and 7-8 buds.
It is an interesting parent. Sdlg. Y170B: V159P, Pleasure’s All
Mine sib X Creature Of The Night sib
$60.00

START THE SHOW (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late
33"(84cm) It’s a bonanza for those liking variegated flowers and

foliage. Ruffled and lightly laced flowers have standards with
large random segments of mid lilac to violet to gray white. White
hafts have dark plum veins and sanding and turning plum toward
edges. The lower 2/3rds is gray white randomly streaked and
washed varying shades of lilac to purple. Variegated foliage and
stalks are blue green and cream. Stalks have 3 branches with
7-9 buds. Sdlg. X39C, Pie In The Sky sib
$60.00

Start The Show
TRACKS OF MY TEARS (P. Black ’21) TB Midseason-Late 34"
(86cm) These tears add up to a stunning plicata. Classically formed

Tracks Of My
Tears

ruffled blooms have palest pink standards heavily plic washed,
sanded, and veined dark lilac. Wide pink buff fall centers are dotted
mid lilac becoming darker and more heavily applied toward edges.
White hafts are lined and sanded dark lilac on each side of burnt
orange beards. Vigorous growth produces stalks with 3 branches
plus spur and 9-10 buds. A pronounced sweet fragrance is a plus.
Sdlg. Y143B: V127D, Oh Dear sib X U46A: (R9B: (County Of Kent
x O165A: (Out Of The Dark x M83C: (First Page x Keppel 98-192J,
Musician sib))) x S114B, Dare Me sib)
$60.00

ZIP ZING ZOWIE (P. Black ’21) TB Early-Midseason 35"(89cm)

Your head spins round with the whirlwind of colors of this broken
color type. White standards are randomly splashed light lilac and
tan. Fall centers are white blended outward to mid yellow and
narrowly edged white and then randomly streaked, splashed,
veined and mottled varying shades of vibrant red plum. You
won’t miss seeing these wildly colorful flowers. Three wellspaced branches produce 7-8 buds. Sdlg. Y115A: I Broke It X
V24C: (Variegated Wonder x Die Laughing)
$60.00
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Start The Party
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One That I Want

Becoming

Headline
News

Madly In Love

Pie In
The Sky
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A Certain
Girl

Absolute
Truth

Adrift
At Sea
A CERTAIN GIRL (Blyth 18) F Creamy Peach S
flushed Apricot; F, Peach with lighter central area. Early!! $18.00
ABIDING LOVE (T.Johnson 13) Ruffled orchid peach
blend standards and rose orchid falls. Nice branching
$10.00
ABSOLUTE TRUTH (Blyth 18) F Gorgeous form on
this lemon and white ruffled beauty. Classy!!
$16.00

Aces
Wild

ACES WILD (T.Johnson 19) Deep purple and cream
plicata with 8 to 10 buds on nice show stems. 
$20.00

Abiding Love

ACTION FLICK (Miller 20) S butter yellow with wine
red veined edge; F deep red purple with short white rays around
tangerine bds. Stems! Very flashy! 
$34.00

ACTION PACKED (Black 11) Dark velvety wine-black
falls & dramatic veining over buff standards. UNIQUE!
$9.00

Alarm
Bells

ADRIATIC NOBLE (Keppel 17) Heavily ruffled and
nicely formed Concord purple with slightly darker falls. $12.00
ADRIATIC WAVES (Keppel 09) Mid violet blue
standards. Satiny dark marine blue falls. Heavily ruffled. $8.00

Action Packed

ADRIFT AT SEA (Black 20) Heavily ruffled light blue with
lighter edge and mid gold bds. Classic form with three branches
and good buds count. 
$32.00

Aliens
Of The
Galaxy

AFFAIR TO REMEMBER (Black 15) Dark rose garnet
and white luminata. Laced yellow edges. Strong growth produces
many show stalks. Excellent parent. 
$10.00
AIMEE BAY (Boivin 15) F S light yellow; F dark pink violet
blending to a light yellow edge. Strong and imposing!! From my
friend Stephane Boivin in France
$14.00

Airtime

AIRTIME (Miller 18) Soft blue pink self with blue beards
ending in lavender pink flounces!! Nice Stalks.
$22.00
ALARM BELLS (Blyth 18) F Nicely formed and ruffled
garnet rose bitone. Very pretty and popular!
$18.00

All By Design

ALIENS OF THE GALAXY (Black 19) White
standards infused yellow; Red purple falls w/ yellow sunburst.
Stalks! Color! 
$22.00
ALL BY DESIGN (Ghio 16)Melon pink Standards. Falls
are white lined and stitched rosy violet.
$10.00

All The
Rage

ALL THE RAGE (T.Johnson 19) S eggshell with gold
band; F deep violet w/ white rayed sunburst. Showy!
$22.00
ALL THE TALK (T.Johnson 16) Ruffled and Laced mid
red violet standards and band around darker lilac falls.  $10.00
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED (T.Johnson 16)

All The Talk
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Classy formed ruffled ice white with violet tipped beards. FORM!!

$10.00
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All Things Considered

Art Critic
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Awesome
Wonder

Among
The Clouds

ALL TOO EXCITING (Black 18) Lovely light lemon

Amazon
Queen

yellow ground plicata with near solid deep purple S and F band.
Excellent stalks with 11 buds. Late.
$16.00

ALMOST TASTE IT (T.Johnson 20) Med. Lavender
standards, lighter at the edge; falls white with a flesh pink band.
Red beards. Showy!! 
$35.00
AMAZON QUEEN (Miller 18) Large flowers are a
pleasing blend of butter yellow and orchid pink. Lovely!! $16.00

Apricot
Smoothie

AMONG THE CLOUDS (Montanari 15) F Mid pink
standards. Blue lavender blend falls. Tangerine beards.
$9.00
APRICOT SMOOTHIE (T.Johnson 18) Light peach S,
center flushed deeper; F deep Apricot pink w/ wide lt. peach band.
Great stems & color!!.
$18.00
ARABIAN TREASURE (T.Johnson 19) Buff pink S
infused violet; F deep violet with lighter edge. Strong bloomer
makes a pretty show! 
$20.00

Awash
In Purple

ARCTIC CHILL (Keppel 20) Big blocky icy blue white
$30.00

Arabian
Treasure

with blue beards.

ART CRITIC (Black 20) White standards heavily infused
and overlaid lemon; falls white with wide butterscotch plicata hafts
and band. Med orange beards. Strong stalks with up to 14 buds!
Unique and beautiful! 
$34.00

Almost
Taste It

Autumn
Jewel

AUTUMN JEWEL (Black 20) R Mid peach pink S
infused light cherry; F Dark red grape with lighter band. Very wide
and ruffled show stems and rebloom!! 
$34.00
AUTUMN TEASE (T.Johnson 19) Bright yellow S; Falls
have a large cinnamon brown spot with a white band and then a
gold band. Very unique and popular! 
$22.00
AWASH IN PURPLE (Black 18) Blue violet self with
white fall veining. Show stems with 9 to 10 buds.
$16.00
AWESOME WONDER (T.Johnson 20) Dusty blue S
with deeper blue centers. Falls salmon orange with tangerine to
red beards. Show stems! Color! Unique! 
$36.00

Baltic Sea
Ballroom
Belle

All Too
Exciting

BALLROOM BELLE (T.Johnson 20) Peach pink
standards; falls peach pink with rosy pink veins and wash
transitioning to a peach band. Very wide ruffled and laced. Popular
and different!! 
$45.00

BALTIC SEA (T.Johnson 08) Extremely ruffled clear mid
marine blue. Strong growth. Show stalks.
$9.00

Autumn
Tease

BALTIMORE (Keppel 17) Lt. blue S; Blue violet F with
veined white area around bd and lighter fall edge.
$12.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Beautiful
Moment

Barbara
Rider

Beautician

BARBADOS (Keppel 17) Standards ivory to yellow ground
w/ dark huckleberry overlay; falls same w/ dark huckleberry band
& haft.
$12.00
BARBARA MAY (T.Johnson 07) Impressive show stalks
with 3 open flowers. Strong growth. Disease resistant foliage.

$8.00

Big
Band

BARBARA RIDER (T.Johnson 15) Yellow standards and
hafts on lavender blue falls with brassy gold bands.
$8.00

Billowing
Robes

BASHFUL PRINCESS (Black 13) White standards
blushed pink. Cream to dusky rose blended falls. Luscious. $8.00

Beacon
of Light

BEACON OF LIGHT (T.Johnson 13) Bright and cheery
clumps. White with yellow hafts and purple fall centers. $8.00
BEAUTICIAN (T.Johnson 19) Pink S over white ground
falls bordered with a lavender stitches plicata band. Very nice and
a good parent.
$22.00

BEAUTIFUL MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) Coral pink
standards, haft and edge on white falls. Gorgeous show stems on
vigorous plants. Classy!! 
$32.00

Beauty Contest

BEAUTY CONTEST (Black 13) Strong pink standards
and narrow band on purple falls. Fantastic unique color. $8.00
BEAUTY OPTION F (Blyth 20) Standards cream
flushed apricot; falls cream. A super show iris. Very wide and ruffled
with up to 14 buds! 
$32.00

BELLE FILLE (M.Smith 15) Frilly violet and dark purple
bitone with white luminata patch and petal edges.
$8.00

Black Hole

Big Break

BERSERK (T.Johnson 14) R Big blousy white with most of
fall heavily veined and washed dark purple. Fun pattern. Reblooms

$8.00

BIG BAND (Black 16) A complex mix of colors it has been
a favorite since its maiden bloom. Great stems. 
$10.00
BIG BREAK (Black 17) Broken colors in white, red violet,
apricot and purple. Good stems on strong growth. 
$12.00

Barbara May

BILLOWING ROBES F (Blyth 19) Lavender-lilac S;
F rich violet with lavender edge and burnt tangerine beard. Ruffled
and lightly laced. Show Stems!
$22.00

Belle Fille

BILLOWING WAVES (Keppel 15) Icy blue standards
and edge on blue purple falls. Ruffled and flared.
$9.00
BLACK HOLE (Black 19) Deep sultry purple black bitone
with lots of ruffles and strong healthy growth. Show stalks! Nice!

$24.00

Bashful Princess
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BLACK IS BLACK (Schreiner 10) Nicely ruffled pure
black. Falls have satiny sheen. Super branching and buds. $8.00
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Berserk

Break
Tradition

Brainteaser

BLACK LIPSTICK (Keppel 16) Silky smooth deep purple
black including beards. From plicata breeding. 
$10.00
BLIND AMBITION (Keppel 16) Sunshine yellow
S and rim on white falls. Yellow beards ending in blue. $10.00
BLINDED BY THE LIGHT (Lauer 17) Brilliant
$14.00

orange self with orange beards. Stems and growth!! 

Blushing
Doll

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (Black 12) Mid blue S.
Blue white falls. Tangerine beards. Elegant show stalks. $8.00
BLUSHING DOLL (T.Johnson 19) Pink and lavender
blended Standards; Falls and hafts more pink. Frosted blue beards.
Pretty!
$22.00

Bluebird Of Happiness
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Black
Lipstick

Blind
Ambition

BLUSHING GRAPES (Miller 16) Mid purple standards;
pink blush ground falls with deep purple bands. Charming.  $8.00

Breaking
Free

BLUSHING MOMENT (T.Johnson 19) Lavender pink
S; Falls white with deep pink hafts. Tall with strong show stems
carrying 9 buds. Elegant!
$20.00
BOND GIRL (Keppel 17) Orchid pink with lighter central
fall wash. Lovely ruffled and laced form. Floriferous!  $14.00
BORN THIS WAY (T.Johnson 15) Big and ruffled. Light
pink S. Fuchsia rose falls widely banded near white.
$10.00

Bratislavian
Prince

BOTTLE ROCKET (M.Sutton 10) Mid apricot standards,
edge & veining on ruby falls. Orange beards. Colorful.
$8.00

Blinded By
The Light
Born
This
Way

BRAINTEASER (T.Johnson 18) Medium rosy pink with
central fall wash of deep rosy orchid. Showy and different. $
 18.00
BRASS LAMP (Keppel 18) Brass gold S flushed rosy
mauve; F golden yellow. Show Stalks! 
$16.00
BRATISLAVAN PRINCE (Mego 10) F Pale violet
standards widely banded tan. Dark blue purple falls veined white
over haft around persimmon orange beards. Nice.
$10.00
BREAK IN (Black 19) Complex broken color with White
S splashed with violet; F apricot sanded and splashed red violet.
Nicely formed flowers on show stems.
$22.00

Break In

BREAK TRADITION (T.Johnson 18) Pristine white S
and narrow rim on precisely lined violet purple falls with tang. Bd.
Super clean! 
$16.00

Blushing Moment

BREAKING FREE (Black 20) Blue white S randomly
streaked mid lilac; Falls are a complex blend of lines and broken
color with a white band. No two flowers are alike. Very cool looking
and a strong grower with show stems.
$36.00
BREAKING THE ICE (Ghio 18) Icy blue white S; F have
a very wide dappled blue band with large white sunburst. Nicely
ruffled!
$16.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Candy
Dust

Bright And
Shining Star

Bright
Sunshiny Day

BRIGHT AND SHINING STAR (Black 20)White S;
F white with narrowly stitched mid purple band. Incredible ruffles!
Very nice and showy iris with growth stems and buds!!  $36.00
BRIGHT SUNSHINY DAY (T.Johnson 10) Bright
yellow & gold bitone. Falls are lined and speckled mahogany. You
can’t ignore clumps of this show-off.
$8.00

BRIGHT WITHIN (Black 18) Butter standards; Falls light
lavender on the edges w/ deeper lav. Center wash and yellow hafts.
Great stalks & growth. 
$16.00

Buckskin Ruffles

Break
Tradition

BUBBLY BEAUTY (Black 20)Standards are mid pink; F
lighter with overall mid pink wash and deeper texture veins; fluffy
coral bds. Well branched and budded! Luscious! 
$36.00
BUCKSKIN RUFFLES (Black 19) Heavily ruffled old
gold blended with dusky rose in the falls. Very nice form & growth.
Show stems!
$20.00

Bright
Within

BULLET POINTS (Ghio 18) Beige standards with faint
violet dotting; falls white ground with near solid mulberry plicata
band. 
$18.00

By Jeeves

BUTTERSCOTCH BLISS (Black 20)Mid yellow S; med
butterscotch F with tangerine bds. Fragrant! Stems and buds! Easy
grower and striking garden iris. 
$34.00
BY JEEVES (Blyth 08) F Lavender standards and band on
dark violet falls. White haft veins. Tangerine beards.
$8.00
BY MOONLIGHT (Blyth 19) F Creamy white infused
lemon standards. Falls are creamy white with lemon hafts. Beautiful
form and show stems!
$22.00

Captain
Thunderbolt

Butterscotch Bliss

CALL TO DANGER (Black 16) Lacy sizzling red self;
with rose to ruby standards and velvety oxblood falls. 
$8.00

Carnival
Clown

CANDY CORN TREATS (Miller 20) Orange S infused
rose pink; F medium orange with long orange horns with yellow tips
that remind us of candy corn. Very cool and consistent.  $34.00
CANDY DUST (T.Johnson 20) Med. Flesh pink S; F very
light mauve pink w/pink edge. Showy frosted lavender tipped
tangerine beards. Show stems with ten buds!! Nice!!  $34.00
CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT (Blyth 11) F Lilac
standards & rim on dark violet falls veined white over upper half.

$10.00

Candy
Corn Treats

CARIBBEAN QUEEN (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue white
standards; falls light blue with deeper blue towards the edges.
Extremely ruffled!! 
$18.00

Bubbly
Beauty
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CARNIVAL CLOWN (T.Johnson 18) A unique &
different color pattern. Wonderful growth and stems. Nice!$16.00

Caribbean Queen
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Center
Line

Cherokee
Blaze

Clean As A Whistle
CAT TALES (Black 18) Near purple black with yellow
ground veining showing through in the fall center. Show stems!

$16.00

CATCH MY BREATH (T.Johnson 15) Heavily ruffled
and laced. Toasted watermelon standards infused darker up midribs.
Palest pink falls blended darker to margins. Beautiful.
$10.00

Cat
Tales
Catch
The
Fever

Catch
My
Breath

CATCH THE FEVER (Keppel 18) Blended burgundy
red standards; Falls blended burgundy orange Color! 
$16.00
CELEBRATE BEAUTY (Blyth 16) F Champagne pink
standards; Silver to lavender falls. Nice clean bicolor with good
stems. 
$10.00
CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE (Ghio 19) Bluewhite S; Large white sunburst on F w/ wide deep violet band.
Red-orange beards. Nice bubble ruffled form.
$26.00
CENTER LINE (T.Johnson 11) Cameo pink with
dramatic, bold grape veins over falls. Neat pattern.
$8.00
CHAMPAGNE DREAM (T.Johnson 19) Light pink S
deepening at heart; F med mauve with deeper texture veins and
pink edge. Nice stems!
$22.00

Celebrate Beauty

CHEROKEE BLAZE (J.Painter 13) Ruffled brick red
with darker fall shoulders and violet blaze. Gold beards. $8.00
CHERRIES AND CREAM (Blyth 16) F S cream with
yellow centers; F plush burgundy with narrow edge of light violet.
Wide and ruffled. Very showy and bright!! 
$34.00

Champagne Dream

Cloud
Gate

CHERRY PARFAIT (T.Johnson 17) Light maroon S &
edge on darker maroon falls. Short white lines around tang. bd.
Lovely large ruffled flowers on branched stems.
$12.00
CHLOE WITH CLASS (Blyth 19) F Standards are
cream over lavender falls. Huge full formed and ruffled flowers on
show stems. Classy!
$22.00

Cherry
Parfait
Chloe
With
Class

CHOOSE A DREAM (Blyth 18) F Pristine white S w/
just a hint of pink. Nice rose-pink Falls. Very close to the elusive
true pink amoena.
$18.00
CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black 09) Dark indigo showing
confined white plicata ground in standard and fall centers. $8.00
CLEAN AS A WHISTLE (Black 20) Light lemon yellow
S; F clear mid yellow with lighter haft and edge; med orange bds.
Strong growth and show stems. 
$30.00

Cherries And Cream
Choose A
Dream

CLOUD GATE (Black 18) White ground w/ light plum
banded S; darker plum edge on F. Impressive clumps w/ stalks
carrying up to 14 buds!! 
$16.00
CLOUDS GO BY (Black 14) Pristine white with narrow
blue fall band. Big orange red beards. Show stalks.
$8.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Confection
Perfection

Come
To Life

Conniption Fit

COLOR CAPERS (Keppel 20) A dark top; deep violet
S with apricot edges; F Apricot, a bit lighter in center with orange
beards. Very pretty and bright! 
$32.00
COLOR WHEEL (Black 17) Blushed peach pink S. Falls
have peach pink centers with red grape band and then light peach
pink edge. A favorite of garden visitors. Lovely!! 
$14.00

Comfort
And Joy

COLORICIOUS (Black 20) Mid yellow standards; falls
white with deep yellow hafts and violet streaked and washed
pattern inside blended violet and gold band. Very ruffled and showy
with nice stems! Very nice! 
$36.00

Coloricious

Color
Wheel

COME AND DANCE (Black 18) Classically formed and

Coral
Charm

ruffled near solid mulberry purple S; F white w/ deep violet band.
Beautiful!!
$16.00

COME TO LIFE (T.Johnson 20) Cream infused peach
standards; falls rich cantaloupe to peach blend. Heavy bloom
makes a very showy clump early in the season. 
$34.00

COMFORT AND JOY (Black 18) Canary yellow
standards. Falls are blended lt lemon & white w/ darker lemon
hafts & lt lilac edge. Stalks! Buds!
$16.00
COMMON THREAD (T.Johnson 12) Big & ruffled
white with mid violet blue plicata bands. Strong show stalks.$8.00

Cosmic
Voyage

CONFECTION PERFECTION (Black 20) Pinkish
white S are lined lt pink; F white with pale pink hafts and plicata
band. Gorgeous strong stems with up to 14 buds. 
$32.00

Come And Dance

CONNIPTION FIT (T.Johnson 20) Light salmon pink
with a wide deep purple fall band; tangerine bds. A very bright and
easy grower with nice stems.
$34.00

Common
Thread

COOKIE CRISP (Miller 19) Creamy pink Standards and
edge on lighter falls. Beards are light orange with small cream
horns. Stems!
$20.00
CORAL CHARM (T.Johnson 13) Cream heavily veined
pink standards. Hot mid pink to salmon blend falls. Bright! $8.00
CORALINA (T.Johnson 14) Frothy, heavily ruffled and
laced mid peach blend, paler fall centers. Show stalks.
$8.00
CORPORAL (T.Johnson 20) Standards cream with yellow
centers; falls white with lavender and gold blended diffused band.
Hafts yellow on either side of orange beards. 
$32.00

Confection Perfection

COSMIC MELODY (Blyth 16) F Cream and lemon
blended standards. Falls are white ground w/ slight violet lines
becoming a violet wash and finally an edge. The white area is
brushed lemon around and below orange beards. Nice!! .$10.00
COSMIC VOYAGE (Keppel 17) Dark purple standards
hafts and edge on yellow falls. Lovely form and color. $12.00

Cosmic Melody

Coralina
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Curve Ball

Crystal
Symphony

COUNTESS (Black 18) Pink S; Plush deep purple F with
lavender pink band. Show stalks! Beautiful clumps!
$18.00
COUNTING STARS (T.Johnson 20) Light Lavender
plicata S; F white with wide deep violet blue dotted plicata band.
Showy orange bds. Very nice and incredible in clump!  $36.00
CRASHING WHITECAPS (Black 20) Cool white S
and hafts across mid violet blue F with orange bds. Beautiful clean
growth filled with show stems with buds galore! 
$30.00

Countess
Creature
Of The
Night

Dancing
Delight
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Counting Stars

CREATURE OF THE NIGHT (Black 18) A very
different dark mysterious color combination. Unique!! $18.00
CRYSTAL SYMPHONY (T.Johnson 19) Light lavender
violet standards; Icy lavender white falls with touched salmon hafts.
Heavily ruffled flowers on strong show stems.
$22.00

CURVE BALL (T.Johnson 18) Yellow standards; falls have
a white ground w/ a lemon overlay transitioning to a dark violet
band. Very large orange beards. 
$18.00
DAFFY DUCK (Black 16) Smaller flowers in profusion on
this purple & black bitone with shocking orange red beard. $
 10.00

Dance
Til
Dawn

Daffy Duck

DANCE TIL DAWN (T.Johnson 11) Heavily ruffled
golden yellow. Superb quality including show stalks.
$8.00
DANCING DELIGHT (T.Johnson 16) White S, with
falls edged deep purple & screaming orange bds. Showy!  $9.00
DANCING ON ICE (Remare 19) White standards; falls
icy blue white with a blue flush becoming a blended band; beards
yellow. Form!! 
$20.00
DANCING ON MY OWN (T.Johnson 20) Med yellow

Daring Deception

standards; falls light lavender with deeper lavender wash below bd
and light lemon-yellow edge. Buds! Stems! 
$32.00

DARING DECEPTION (T.Johnson 12) White
standards and wide band on plush dark purple falls. COLOR!$8.00
DARK UNIVERSE (Keppel 19) Velvety grape black
bitone with white edges and central patch around lemon beard. A
beautiful ruffled luminata! 
$30.00

Deeper
Meaning

DARKTONIAN (Blyth 19) F Purple and black bitone
with great branching and buds. From plicata breeding. $22.00

Dancing
On My Own

DEAREST (Black 18) Near solid rosy violet S; F white
centers with wide rosy violet bands. 
$16.00
DEEPER MEANING (T.Johnson 17) Peach buff S; F
deep purple black with lavender rim. Super grower and gorgeous
garden show!!
$12.00

Darktonian

Dark Universe

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Easy On
The Eyes

Delectation

Drag Race

DELECTATION (Boivin 15) F Standards light salmon;
falls white blending to a light salmon band. Very pretty! From
France! From my friend Stephane Boivin in France.
$14.00

DEVIL’S INTENT (Blyth 16) F Lavender standards and
$12.00

rosy brown falls. Different!

Diamonds
And Rubies

DIAMONDS AND RUBIES (Blyth 14) F White S w/
$ 10.00

yellow flush. Falls red brown w/ gold edge. Beautiful.

Drum
Circle

DIGNIFIED (T.Johnson 17) Peach apricot with rosy orchid
fall band. Bright orange beards. Showy!!
$12.00
DISCO LIGHTS (T.Johnson 18)Bright lemon with falls

Dignified

overlaid & washed lavender blue becoming a solid brownish violet
band. Unique!!
$18.00

DON’T STOP BELIEVING (T.Johnson 13) Mid pink
standards, shaded edge and hafts on milk glass white falls. Unusual
1/2 tangerine and 1/2 violet beards.
$9.00
DOWN IN MEXICO (T.Johnson 18) Golden yellow S
and band on rusty red falls. Mustard beards. Showy!! $16.00

Devil’s Intent

DRAG RACE (Black 20) White ground with wide near
complete lilac overlay; F White with Violet plic band and then another
band of honey gold. Three branches on nice stems. 
$34.00
DREAM ABOUT YOU (T.Johnson 18) Mustard yellow
standards and hafts on rich blue to violet falls. Stalks!! Gorgeous
and recommended!!!
$18.00

Don’t Stop
Believing
Down In
Mexico

DRESSED TO THE NINES (T.Johnson 19) Yellow S;
red violet falls with lavender fall band that blends to a yellow wire
rim. Fantastic form and good stems. Is proving to be an excellent
parent!
$22.00

Dressed
To The Nines

DRUM CIRCLE (Ghio 18) Butter Yellow S; F white with
Fuchsia to wine band. Butter yellow hafts around lemon bds.
Stalks! Buds! 
$18.00
EARLY ENCOUNTER (Blyth 16) F Yellow S; smooth
$10.00

deep mahogany falls with narrow yellow rim. 

EASTER CHARM (Keppel 19) Medium blue standards;
warm white falls with deep yellow hafts and then fall edge.
Show Stalks!
$22.00
EASY ON THE EYES (T.Johnson 19) Blended lavender
and violet S with peach tips; F are lavender with orange hafts and
rim. Very ruffled. Gorgeous! 
$22.00
EDGE OF HAPPINESS (Blyth 19) F Cream to lemon
standards; falls magenta with lighter edge. Nicely ruffled flowers
on good stems.
$22.00

Edge Of Happiness
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Early
Encounter
Dream
About
You
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Executive
Order

Elite

Elegant Ruffles
Fashion
Event

EDWARDIAN ERA (Keppel 18) Lilac pink w/ lighter
central fall wash. Lightly laced blooms on show stalks with up to
10 buds! 
$18.00
ELECTRIC (Sutton 17) Bright yellow standards; falls have
yellow centers with a ruby red wash and a mustard yellow band.
Sharp and clean! 
$12.00

ELEGANT RUFFLES (Black 20) A mulberry and
raspberry blended self with lighter area below beard. Wonderful
wide and ruffled form on nice stems. 
$34.00

Fancy
Ideas

Edwardian Era

ELEGANZA (T.Johnson 14) Heavily ruffled chalky white
tinted pink. Strong growth. Plenty of show stalks.
$8.00
ELITE (T.Johnson 18) Buff pink S; Rosy orchid Falls are
heavily washed darker. Lacy! Beautiful! Stalks!
$18.00
ENRICO FONTI GABICI (Montanari 18) F Medium
blue with lighter blue shadings at fall edge. Nice stalks with super
strong growth!!
$16.00

Fashion
Diva

EPIC ROMANCE (Blyth 19) F Medium peach S; F
creamy peach with violet overlay. Huge full formed ruffled flowers
on show stems!
$20.00

Fantasmagorical
Enrico
Fonti
Gabici

ESCAPE FROM BOREDOM (Black 14) Butter flushed
pink standards. Pale peach falls veined grape. Wonderful! $8.00
ESPIONAGE (Keppel 15) Light blue standards with tan
centers, falls washed blue. Heavily ruffled and flared.
$9.00

Diva

EXECUTIVE ORDER (T.Johnson 19) Oyster pink S
with violet infusion. F plush velvety purple black. Bronze beards.
Wonderful show stems. Dramatic!
$22.00
FAIRYTALE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 19) Flesh pink
self with lighter edge on S and below pink beard. Smaller flowers
are extremely ruffled and borne in profusion on nice stems!$20.00
FAN LETTER (Ghio 18) Wonderfully formed orchid with
pink undertones. Show branching w/ up to 10 buds.
$18.00
FANCY IDEAS (Keppel 13) Mauve S edged lemon. Red
purple falls. White luminata patch. Yellow beards.
$8.00

Eleganza
Escape
From
Bordeom

FANTASMAGORICAL (Black 20) Mid cantaloupe
standards infused rose; Falls Apricot with deeper rose hafts and
area below beard becoming a lighter rose plicata band. Very
different with lovely stems and 11 buds!
$34.00

Epic Romance

FASHION DIVA (T.Johnson 09) Mid dusky rose
standards and band on plush dark wine falls. Big flowers. $10.00
FASHION EVENT (Keppel 20) Standards medium
violet; falls Peachy pink deepening to edges with tangerine beards.
Nice! .
$32.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Flamingo
Frenzy

Follow The
Leader

Flaming
Torch
FASHION WEEK (T.Johnson 15) Big blocky mulberry
rose bitone. Pretty coral tangerine beards. Nice ruffling. $8.00
FASHIONABLE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) Yellow S; F red
purple with medium lavender band. Show stems! Flashy! $
 32.00

Feeling
Romantic

FEEL THE MOMENT (Blyth 19) F Ivory S infused
lemon; F cream overlaid pastel blue deepening towards the edge.
Nicely ruffled flowers on show stems!
$22.00

Football
Hero

FEEL THE POWER (T.Johnson 20) Burnt orange to
salmon blended standards; falls cream to salmon ground with a
deep black cherry bar across hafts and dotted band. Nice stems
with 11 buds!! A favorite!! 
$36.00

Fashion Week

FEELING ROMANTIC (T.Johnson 20) Med lavender
blue S over rich deep salmon pink F w/ tangerine bds. Show stems!
A very pretty color combo. Recommended! 
$36.00

Feel The
Power

FIASCO (Blyth 18) F A very popular consistent flattie with
six falls and beards and no standards. Nice! 
$20.00
FINE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 13) Clear mid pink with
paler fall centers. Pink to violet beards. Ruffled and laced. $9.00
FLAMES OF FIRE (Black 17) Dark beetroot standards &
velvety black cherry falls. Nice stems w/ 9 to 11 buds. $12.00
FLAMING TORCH (T.Johnson 20) Deep lemon S over
light lavender F with a deep rust brown flash on hafts and below
beard. Below the flash is a lavender wash then the falls have a
narrow lemon rim. 12 buds on nicely branched stems!  $34.00
FLAMINGO FRENZY (T.Johnson 12) Heavily laced
and ruffled mid blue pink, paler in center. Coral beards. $9.00

Flauntress

FLASH MOB (Keppel 16) Dark ebony rose S and wide
band on yellow F. Wonderful stems and flower!
$10.00

Feel The Moment
Fiasco

FLAUNTRESS (Blyth 16) F Brilliant gold standards and
wide rim on white falls. Very bright and ruffled. Nice! $10.00
FLORENTINE VELVET (Montanari 18) F Violet
blue self that covers itself in blooms. Gorgeous in clump! $14.00

Fine
Romance

FOLLOW THE LEADER (T.Johnson 20) Salmon pink
standards infused violet; falls rich red violet with lighter rim. Clean
and ruffled! Pretty! 
$32.00
FOOTBALL HERO (Miller 15) Butter yellow standards.
Red purple falls with light orchid band. Popular.
$8.00
FOREIGN AGENT (Keppel 16) Creamy yellow
standards over washed rosy violet falls, darker at the hafts. Nicely
ruffled. Very showy! 
$9.00

Fruit
Slices
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FRUIT SLICES (Miller 19) Soft apricot orange S; F toasted
watermelon with lighter area below orange beard. Pretty!$22.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

Flames
Of Fire

Phone: 503 390 6072
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Future
Ruler

Game Changer

Full
Of Hope

FULL OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Pearly lavender with
pink blended edge on Falls & violet tipped bds. Well-formed and
lacy with show stems!! 
$16.00
FUTURE RULER (Blyth 16) F White standards & velvety
purple falls with small white area around yellow beard. A favorite
of ours.
$16.00
GAGA OVER YOU (Black 20) Med lilac over mid red

Garden
Spot

purple falls with screaming large red beards. Slightly smaller
flowers with show stems! Shocking! Beards! 
$34.00

Gaga Over You

GAME CHANGER (Keppel 18) Apricot S infused orchid;
Falls solid smoky red violet with rust orange bds. 
$17.00
GARDEN SPOT (Miller 19) Standards are medium flesh
pink; F are orchid with flesh pink wash & hafts. Beards are coral
with small orchid hook.
$22.00

Gibberish

GEM TRADER (Blyth 19) F Soft lilac S with lighter edge;
Falls are a deep plush burgundy with lighter edge. Nice show stems.
Very nice and dramatic!
$24.00
GENTLE MANNER (Keppel 20) Pale creamy yellow
standards infused lavender at midrib; Falls light lavender with
deeper wash in center; a very pretty pastel. 
$30.00
GIBBERISH (T.Johnson 18) Peach pink with falls overlaid
with deep violet lines. Very showy!
$18.00

Glimmer
Of Hope
Good
Morning
Sunshine

GIRL GONE WILD (T.Johnson 13) Mid yellow

Girl
Gone
Wild

standards flushed peach. Cream to yellow falls lined and washed
dark ruby over centers with mid yellow fall band. Colorful!$10.00

GIRL LIKE YOU (T.Johnson 19) Very ruffled and lacy
peach orange with great stems. An iris to close the season. We
like!
$22.00
GLIMMER OF HOPE (T.Johnson 13) Ruffled golden
apricot with wide red-brown fall bands. Show stalks.
$8.00
GO FOR THE GUSTO (Black 17) Mid mallow purple
self w/ lighter fall edge w/ cool tangerine beards tipped blue. Lovely
ruffles and stems. 
$12.00

Gem Trader

GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE (T.Johnson 14)
Yellow standards. Light violet falls with dark violet center ellipse
and mid gold margins. Marigold beards. Show stalks.
$8.00

Go For
The Gusto

GOOD ON YA (Black 16) Heavy lace on dark slate rose
standards edged peach. White falls edged peach. Tall and showy.

$10.00

GOODNIGHT MY DEAR (Black 18) Light lavender
pink standards; Falls deep purple. Strong clean growth with show
stems!!
$14.00

Good On Ya

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Higher
Love

Handful
Of Magic

Heat Of The Moment
GOSSAMER VEIL (Keppel 19) Buff peach standards;
Falls are a blended peach and lavender. Big nicely ruffled flowers
with nice form.
$22.00

GRAPETIZER (T.Johnson 09) Dark purple black S and
plicata band on stark white falls. Very showy.
$8.00
HANDFUL OF MAGIC (Blyth 16) F White standards
w/ faint lavender pink flush. Falls are smooth salmon w/ tangerine
beards. Color! 
$12.00

Hard
To Resist

Grapetizer

HARD TO RESIST (T.Johnson 16) Emphasis is on
the preciseness of the pattern & the wide ruffled form. Highly
Recommended!
$10.00

Hear Me
Roar

HAT IN THE RING (Ghio 19) Cream S blended lemon
yellow in center and at edges. Falls cream with yellow hafts and
deep violet band.
$22.00
HAUNTING SONG (Blyth 19) F Gorgeous soft pastel
pink with lighter highlights. Nice full flowers on great stems. Very
elegant look!
$22.00

Hearts
On Fire

HEADSHOT (T.Johnson 20) Bright canary yellow with a
very dark solid, wide black cherry border on the fall. Very wide form
on well branched stems. Very bright!! 
$34.00
HEAR ME ROAR (T.Johnson 19) Lemon yellow
Standards over deep rich mahogany red falls with lemon edge.
Nicely ruffled.
$22.00
HEARTFELT (Black 18) White ground w/ S overlaid lilac
& then edged buff pink; F white then lemon shadings next to wide
deep maroon band. 
$18.00

Heat
Is On

HEARTS ON FIRE (J.Painter 14) Satiny oxblood red
standards. Velvety garnet cherry falls. Old gold beards.
$8.00

Haunting
Song

HEAT IS ON (T.Johnson 13) Pinkish apricot standards and
sunburst on dark wine falls. Glowingly bright clumps.
$9.00

Heartfelt
High
Desert

HEAT OF THE MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) Oxblood
red self with super orange beards. Beautiful stems on strong growth
makes a stunning clump!! 
$34.00
HELLO ROMANCE (Blyth 19) F Soft salmon pink
standards and slightly deeper falls with white tipped beard. Show
Stems! Unique color!
$22.00
HIGH DESERT (Keppel 15) Yellow standards. Cream to
butter falls with narrow brown plicata band.
$8.00
HIGHER LOVE (T.Johnson 17) Blended lemon and gold
S; F are plush oxblood red encircled lavender violet and then banded
gold. Gorgeous!
$12.00

Headshot
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Romance
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I Broke It

Highly Classified

HIGHLY CLASSIFIED (T.Johnson 18) Warm flesh
pink S infused violet. Lavender Falls w/ nice wide rose-pink band.
Beautiful!
$18.00

HIP HIP HOORAY (T.Johnson 19) White; Falls have
yellow ground with violet lines radiating from beard becoming a
wash and then surrounded by a white band.
$22.00

Hip Hip Hooray

Hope
Springs
Eternal

HOLD ME NOW (T.Johnson 16) Mauve pink S & band
on white falls. Wonderful violet beards. Show stalks! 
$10.00
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Hold
Me Now

HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL (T.Johnson 18) White
w/ violet fall wash & lines ending in a white edge. Yellow blended
hafts. Floriferous!!
$16.00
HOT OFF THE PRESS (Black 18) Brilliant shining
golden yellow with fantastic stems. Extremely bright. NOT just
another yellow!!
$18.00

Hot Off The Press
Hotsy
Totsy

HOTSY TOTSY (Black 18) The focus here is the nice
garnet to red fall spot on a blended salmon and pink self. Eyecatching!
$18.00
HOTTIE (Black 18) A very rich near ruby red self with orange
beards. Very smooth. 
$18.00
HOUR OF THE DAWN (T.Johnson 19) Golden yellow
standards and wash below beards on honey rust falls Tangerine
beards. Bright!
$22.00

Hour Of The Dawn
Hung
Up On
You

HOW WONDERFUL (T.Johnson 19) Standards
blended violet flesh and salmon pink. Falls are antique rosy pink
with lighter area below beard.
$22.00
HUCKLEBERRY SUNDAE (T.Johnson 14) Dark red
mulberry standards and wide plicata band on white falls. $8.00
HUNG UP ON YOU (T.Johnson 19) Salmon orange
standards; falls very light rose deepening toward edge. Slight
salmon haft area. Beautiful!
$22.00

I Like
Pretty Things

I Have
This
Dance

I BROKE IT (Black 18) R A very pretty ruffled medium
lavender overlaid with broken color in shades of violet. Strong
summer and fall rebloom here in Oregon. 
$18.00
I HAVE THIS DANCE (T.Johnson 17) S complex blend
of pastel pink, yellow and light blue; falls lighter blue w/ lighter
center. Gorgeous full ruffled form.
$12.00
I LIKE PRETTY THINGS (Black 17) Lavender orchid
standards; Falls white w/ lavender edge. Wonderful form w/ nice
ruffles and lace. 
$12.00
I MEANT TO DO IT (Black 16) Shades of peach and
pink with random red grape markings. No two flowers alike. $
 9.00

How Wonderful

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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In Full View

I Meant
To Do It

I’m All
Shook Up
Idle
Rich

I’M ALL SHOOK UP (Black 13) Dark violet standards
blended to icy white and banded gold. Falls mirror standard’s color.
Unique and beautiful color and pattern. A must!
$8.00
I’M BACK (T.Johnson 07) R Superbly formed strong
rebloomer. Good rebloom parent. NICE!
$8.00
I’M NOT STABLE (Black 20) Lt apricot orange w/overall
random deep violet broken color streaks w/ orange bds. Well
branched and budded strong grower. Flashy and bright!  $36.00
I’M SMITTEN (Blyth 18) F Creamy pink with darker pink

I’m Back

flush in the standards and at the hafts on either side of the beard.
Stalks!! 
$16.00

IDLE RICH (Keppel 16) Olive yellow standards with violet
$8.00

centers over bright yellow falls.

ILLUMINATI (Keppel 19) Rich french lilac with yellow
inner glow and band that is wider on the S. Clean white area around
beard. 
$22.00

Imperial Guard

IMPERIAL GUARD (Keppel 17) Yellow Standards; Falls
blended red purple with a lighter buckskin edge. Blue tipped beards.
Late and Nice!
$14.00

In The
Moment

IN FULL VIEW (T.Johnson 20) S deep rose to salmon
pink with lighter edge; F cream with rose pink blushed edge and
hafts. Large frosted powder blue beards. Gorgeous tight ruffles
and wide form. Stalks!! Nice! 
$36.00

Ink
Patterns

IN THE FLESH (Black 16) Soft peach to flesh pink self
with wonderful form and show stems. 
$10.00

Illuminati

IN THE MOMENT (T.Johnson 17) Lav pink self, deeper
in the falls. Very cool sienna brown beards. Unique. 
$12.00
INFUSION (Sutton 16) Blended cream and deep lemon
S; Falls white with random lemon marks transitioning into a violet
blended band and then a yellow edge. 
$10.00
INK PATTERNS (T.Johnson 07) White, dark blue plicata
bands on all petals. Blue styles. Wister Medal 2013.
$8.00

Inkbot

INKBLOT (Keppel 18) Yellow S; Falls have a deep violet
flush below beard & are lighter on either side. Yellow touched hafts
& blended edge add to the mystery. 
$18.00
INNER DARKNESS (T.Johnson 16) Purple and white
plicata with random violet dots on falls and dark purple style arms.

$10.00
INSANIAC (T.Johnson 12) White standards rimmed
gold. White falls lined & washed red plum and banded white. Fast
increase. Well-branched stalks.
$8.00

Insaniac
41

INSTANT ATTRACTION (Black 19) Light lavender
S; Falls are rusty cinnamon with lighter centers. Show stems!
Unique color! 
$22.00

Instant Attraction
Inner
Darkness

Lash Out
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Irish
Jester

Last Kiss Goodnight

IRISH JESTER (Blyth 19) F Creamy white with lemon
to green infused centers in the standards and wide fall hafts.
Show stems!
$22.00

IT’S ME AGAIN (Black 20) R Butterscotch yellow S; F
have a white central patch that is washed lavender and a wide straw
yellow border. Well branched and budded!
$32.00

King’s
Reign

Jungle
Mist

JUNGLE MIST (Black 16) Well formed and branched olive
yellow bitone. Lots of buds and branching. 
$10.00
JUST A CRUSH (T.Johnson 18) Medium lilac and
mustard blended standards; Falls mustard yellow with lighter
centers. Different! Early!
$18.00
JUST DREAMING (Blyth 20) F Peach standards flushed
deeper in center; falls white with soft pink flush. Lovely branching
and buds. 
$30.00

Know It All

JUST FOR NOW (T.Johnson 18) White S with pale lilac
band; F white with medium lilac plicata band. Strong growth with
excellent branching w/ up to 14 buds. 
$16.00
KING’S REIGN (T.Johnson 15) White with gold rimmed
standards and falls widely banded dark maroon.
$8.00
KISS ME ALL OVER (Blyth 18) F Beautiful soft orchid
lavender with pink flush and lavender tipped beards. Beautiful!

$18.00

Just A
Crush
Kiss Me
All Over

KISS THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 19) Yellow ground plicata
almost completely overlaid w/ black cherry on S and wide fall band.
Intense! Show branching!
$22.00

Kiss The Night

KISS THE PRINCESS (Blyth 16) F Standards lavender
w/ pink influence; falls soft lavender w/ orange beige fall band. Nice
and very popular.
$17.00
KISSED BY AN ANGEL (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue
standards and edge on blue to violet falls with darker haft lines.
Gorgeous form!! Buds! 
$18.00

Kissed By
An Angel

KNOW IT ALL (Black 16) Blocky wide mulberry with
bronze touched hafts and burnt orange beards. Show Stalks!

$10.00

Kiss The
Princess

LASH OUT (Black 19) Standards are blended violet and amber
deeper in centers; falls are lavender with deep amber overlay and
amber band. Wow! Stems!
$22.00
LAST KISS GOODNIGHT (Blyth 18) F Golden yellow
standards with olive infusions; falls velvety red black with narrow
buff edge. Show stems and Nice!! 
$18.00

Latest
Fashion

LATEST FASHION (T.Johnson 19) Blue white
standards infused pink; Ruffled salmon pink falls with lighter area
below beard. Good stems and color!
$22.00

Just For Now

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Lavender
Whirl

Lemon
Moonbeam

Lemon Delicious
LAVENDER BREEZE (T.Johnson 19) Lavender blue
self with darker diffused fall band and then lighter edge. Form!
Stem! Clump!
$22.00

LAVENDER WHIRL (T.Johnson 19) White standards
with lavender picata band and midrib; falls white with deep purple
dotted edge. Incredible clumps! Stems!
$20.00

Locomotion

LAW AND ORDER (T.Johnson 20) S white w/ near
complete lavender plicata overlay. F white with very wide deep
purple band. Bronze to orange bd. Buds, Stems, Clumps!! $
 34.00

Law And Order

LEAVE ME BREATHLESS (T.Johnson 19)White
standards and fall edge with Violet lines and wash radiating out
from below beard. We love it! Showy!
$22.00
LEMON DELICIOUS (Blyth 19) F Lemon yellow S and
edge on white Falls. Beards are orange. Gorgeous form and show
stems!
$22.00

Living
Legend

LEMON MOONBEAM (Black 20) Cream S heavily
infused lemon; F cream with lemon band and blue tipped yellow
beards. Strong grower with good bud count. Pretty!  $32.00

Let’s
Snuggle

LET’S PLAY DRESSUP (Black 17) White standards with
gilt gold & darker gold brown veining; White center of plush black
falls are veined deep plum. 
$12.00

Let’s Play
Dressup

LET’S SNUGGLE (T.Johnson 20) Shrimp pink standards;
falls cream with deep shrimp pink hafts and lighter edge. Nicely
branched. Beautiful!! 
$38.00
LIGHT OF DAY (Black 17) Greenish yellow S and rim on
white falls with blue tipped yellow beards. 
$12.00

Leave Me Breathless

LIKE A BREEZE (Black 19) Very late heavily ruffled cobalt
$22.00

blue with show stems.

LIVING LEGEND (T.Johnson 16) Extremely wide white
with wide dramatic deep blue violet fall band. Striking!  $10.00
LOADS OF LOVE (Black 20) Pink S with lemon gold
edges; Mid peach orange F with slightly darker hafts and edge;
Tangerine bds. Very bright and pretty! Unique! 
$34.00

Loads
Of Love

LOCAL GOSSIP (Blyth 20) F Cream S flushed heavily
with lemon in the centers; F Blended magenta with a lighter edge.
Very wide and ruffled with good buds! 
$34.00

LOCOMOTION (T.Johnson 17) Standards are near solid
raspberry rose; falls light cream to yellow w/ deep rasp. Band and
hafts. Great stems!! 
$10.00

Lavender Breeze
Lost
World

LONESOME PRAIRIE (Black 19) Slate to tan standards
over yellow falls with brown wash at hafts. Wonderful form and
show stems.
$20.00

Like A
Breeze
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LOST WORLD (Black 16) Dark top with deep olive green
standards and lighter falls. Lots of buds. Different! 
$10.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

Phone: 503 390 6072

Marrying Kind

Magic
Trick
LUCK BE A LADY (Black 19) White S with near solid
lavender plicata overlay; Falls white with deep violet plicata band.
Show stalks!
$18.00

Luxuriant

LUSCIOUS LIPS (Black 20) Peach with lighter creamy
area below Tangerine bd. Super strong growth with nicely branched
stems carrying 10 buds. 
$30.00

Luck Be A Lady

LUXURIANT (Black 16) Flawless ruffled and laced silver
and light blue reverse bicolor. Wonderful stems!
$10.00
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Marital
Bliss

MAD OVER YOU (T.Johnson 18) Light rose plicata S;
Deep rose plicata band on white F. Gorgeous stems and garden
show!
$16.00
MADE ME SHIVER (Blyth 20) F White S heavily infused
creamy peach in centers; F rich burgundy with white spray pattern
around tangerine beard. Lovely color combo! Flashy!  $36.00

Magic
Ring

MAGIC MIRROR (Ghio 15) White standards blushed pink.
Toasted melon falls with pale edges and centers.
$9.00
MAGIC RING (Keppel 20) Bright golden yellow standards;
Falls light yellow ground paling to white in center and a deep winered band. Very showy in the garden! 
$32.00

Mad Over You

MAGIC TRICK (T.Johnson 19) Cocoa pink standards
with lighter edge on S and F. Fantastic frost cocoa pink beards.
Distinctive!
$22.00
MAKE MY HEART SING (Black 18) A nicely formed,
beautiful reverse bicolor with excellent stalks carrying 3 branches
& 8 buds.
$16.00

Margin Trader

Magic
Mirror

MAKING A SCENE (T.Johnson 20) Icy white S; F have
a slight orange touched haft. Below the beard is a white bar and
below it is a purple lined pattern. Very unique with good branching
and growth. Ruffled! 
$34.00
MARBLE STATUE (Black 17) Nicely formed warm white
with yellow style crests and touching hafts.
$10.00
MARGIN CALL (Keppel 17) Yellow standards; White
$12.00
MARGIN TRADER (Blyth 20) F White standards; falls

ground falls w/ dark grape plicata band.

Marble
Statue
Marry
The
Night

white with precise lavender blue stitched edge and haft; Golden
yellow beards and style arms really set the pattern off. Very cool
looking! 
$34.00

MARITAL BLISS (Keppel 17) Peach S. Falls creamy white
$12.00

Make My
Heart Sing
Making A
Scene

in center flushed peach. Nice form.

MARRY THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 17) Dark grape
standards, haft, & band on white falls. Showy yellow orange bd.
Makes a wonderful show with show stems.
$12.00
MARRYING KIND (Keppel 15) Peach pink standards
over lavender falls with red beards. Nice stems.
$9.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Mayan Sunrise

Meadowlark Song

Mindblowing
MAYAN SUNRISE (Johnson 16) Mid blue standards.Falls
light blue with deep yellow hafts and fall band. Clumps!  $10.00
ME AND MY SHADOW (Black 19) Cream to light
yellow ground plicata with near solid purple black S and fall band.
Gorgeous form, intensely deep color and show stems! $22.00

More Than
Ruffles

Midnight
Velvet

MEADOWLARK SONG (T.Johnson 16) Well formed
mid yellow standards & plicata band on white falls. Showy. $10.00
MEDAL OF HONOR (T.Johnson 18) Very hard to
describe. A totally unique creation that is quite a garden attention
getter!!
$18.00

MENDACITY (Keppel 18) Light yellow standards; Falls
have an overall wash of grape purple and a lighter edge on white
ground. 
$14.00
MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel 07) Big ruffled mid
blue. Healthy growth produces strong show stalks.
$8.00

Medal
Of Honor

MIDNIGHT VELVET (T.Johnson 14) Purple black
$8.00

plicata on white ground, fall with more open ground.

Mixed
Feelings

MIND CHANGER (Miller 17) Lightly laced coral pink
$12.00

self w/ huge coral pink beards and horns.

Mind
Changer

MINDBLOWING (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden yellow
standards; falls have a large deep plush mahogany spot with a wide
and precise golden yellow band. Shocking!! Stunning in clump!
Stems!! 
$34.00

MISTY SUNLIGHT (Blyth 19) F Lemon Standards over
cream falls with lemon blended edge. Gorgeous form and show
stems.
$22.00

Mixed
Signals

MIXED FEELINGS (T.Johnson 20) Lemon S; F white
ground with raspberry dotted inner rim and belly stripe followed by
a clean lavender band and lemon edge. Very different!  $34.00
MIXED SIGNALS (Keppel 16) Pale lavender S w/ tan
gold halo; F dark purple w/ white lined center; Lovely.
$10.00

Moment
To Treasure

MODERNISTIC (Blyth 20) F S near white with light soft
blue violet infusions; F soft lavender blue deepening towards the
$36.00
edge. Very pretty with lovely ruffled form! 
MOMENT TO TREASURE (T.Johnson 16) Pink S &
mid Lavender falls. Show stems on this pretty bicolor.  $10.00

Montmarte

MONTMARTRE (Keppel 08) Rose purple standards
trimmed tan. Darker red purple on white luminata.
$9.00
MOOD RING (Keppel 17) Standards plumbago purple;
$12.00

Falls white w/ gold band. Very nice.

Me And
My Shadow
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MOONGLINT (Keppel 20) Medium lavender blue S with
lighter edge; Falls deep lavender blue with a lighter edge and white
luminata patch surrounding yellow beards. 
$30.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

Phone: 503 390 6072

Mood
Ring

Oh
What
Fun
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Mystic
Art

Musical
Chairs

MORE THAN RUFFLES (Black 20) Steely lavender
mauve S; F Light violet white F with khaki hafts and band. Very
ruffled. Stems!
$32.00

MUSICAL CHAIRS (Keppel 19) flesh Pink to deep
salmon S: F are wisteria blue with salmon touched hafts. $22.00

My
Passion

MY PASSION (Black 20) Pale mauve pink S infused darker;
F Mid blue violet, paler around burnt orange bds. Very pretty and
classy looking 
$34.00
MYSTIC ART (T.Johnson 19) Peach pink S with lighter
edge; F cameo pink with lighter band. Very floriferous and strong
grower. Pretty!$22.00

Ninja
Warrior

NATURAL HIGH (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender white S
and edge over lavender violet Falls with deeper hafts. Large flowers
on stems carrying up to 12 buds. 
$32.00
NEED YOU NOW (T.Johnson 18) Medium pink S and
hafts on white falls. Nice yummy colors. Very pretty!! $18.00

Natural High
Need
You
Now

NIGHT WHISPERS (T.Johnson 20) Med wine red
standards and edge on deep black cherry Falls. Smoldering orange
beards. Fantastic! Stalks! Clump! Fragrance! 
$34.00

Night Whispers

NINJA WARRIOR (Miller 16) Smoky pink standards and
velvety black falls. Dramatic and showy!
$10.00
NOBLE HERITAGE (Blyth 20) F Creamy white S; F
Light brown with a honey butterscotch overlay darkening at the edge;
Orange bds. A very unique and beautiful color combination.$34.00
NOSTALGIC MEMORY (Black 18) Nicely formed warm
white w/ yellow style crests and touched hafts.
$16.00

Now
What

Oh Dear

NOW WHAT (T.Johnson 20) Golden yellow S; F deep
rich black cherry with short white lines around orange bd. Beautiful
stems with up to 13 buds. Showy in clump!! 
$34.00

NUTCRACKER (Blyth 20) F S blended lilac and honey
buff; F are a very smooth rich mahogany brown to maroon w/ self
bds. Fantastic color and puts on an amazing garden show!! $36.00

Noble
Heritage

OCEAN LINER (Keppel 17) S Lavender blue flushed
deeper; F lav. blue w/ overall deeper veining. Pretty!
$12.00

Once
Upon
A Time

OH DEAR (Black 18) Yellow ground plicata with very deep
purple S and edge on Falls. Loads of buds ensures a long bloom
season! 
$16.00
OH WHAT FUN (T.Johnson 19) Light violet-blue
standards; falls blended violet and rose forming a rose band. Lighter
area below red beard. Nice and different!
$22.00
ONCE UPON A TIME (Black 18) Large ruffled stately
flowers of royal purple with lilac frosted beards. Very classy!

$18.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Only The
Shadow
Knows

Only
A Lady

Overheated
ONE MAN’S ART (Blyth 19) F Creamy beige with dusty
rose blended Standards; Falls deep dusky rose. Nice show stems.
Color.
$22.00
ONLY A DREAM (Blyth 19) F Honey cream self with
deeper hafts. Beautiful wide form on show stems!
$20.00

Open
Heart

ONLY A LADY (T.Johnson 19) Pink S and edge on
creamy blue white F. Beards frosty powder blue. Nice show stems
with up to 9 buds!
$20.00

Paisley Print

ONLY THE SHADOW KNOWS (Black 20) Mid

Painted
Sky

slate grey standards lighter at edges; falls eggshell blending to a
pale butter edge. Very mysterious looking! Stems! 
$36.00

OPEN HEART (T.Johnson 20) Cream S washed pink
in center; F peachy orange haft and edge with violet lines below
orange beard. Elegant and lovely!! 
$34.00
ORANGE TEMPTATION (T.Johnson 20) Deep
orange S over slightly lighter orange falls with brilliant orange bds.
Wonderfully branched and budded stalks cover the clump with
brilliant orange flowers. Nice!! 
$34.00

Painted Shadows

OVERHEATED (Miller 18) Incredible deep red burgundy
self with orange beards. Ruffled with strong growth.  $18.00
OVERSHADOWED (T.Johnson 20) Milk glass
standards infused pink; medium violet with deep red violet hafts
and central area below beard. Dramatic! 
$34.00
PAINTED LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Mid gold standards
blushed red violet, wide blue violet falls with darker band. $10.00

Orange Temptation
One
Man’s
Art

PAINTED SHADOWS (Keppel 15) Straw yellow S.
Petunia purple falls with paler edge. Strongly flared.
$8.00

Painted Love

PAINTED SKY (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon-cream
standards infused lavender in center; falls have a large deep purple
center spot with a wide and ruffled light lavender band. Orange bds.
Very striking!! 
$36.00
PAISLEY PRINT (Black 19) White Standards; Falls white
with violet band blending to lavender rim and finally a purple wire
edge. Nice!
$22.00
PALOMA BLANCA (T.Johnson 19) A late well-formed
ice blue white with orange beard tipped white. Nice show stems.
Classy!
$22.00
PANJANDRUM (Keppel 18)Standards blended lavender
& ecru; Falls have deep rose red thumbprint hafts then a violet flash
below beard. Flushed lighter toward buff banded edge. Ruffled &
lightly laced. Different! 
$18.00

Overshadowed
Paloma
Blanca

Panjandrum
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Peach
Shake

Paradise
Sunset

Party City
PARADISE SUNSET (T.Johnson 20) Light lavenderblue standards infused salmon; falls have a lavender base washed
salmon with a lavender band and area below bd. Very ruffled and
stately!! 
$32.00

PARISIAN LACE (M.Sutton 15) S shrimp pink over pink
falls Falls are a bit lighter in the center. Laced! 
$8.00

Paul Black

PART TWO (Black 18) R The white in this purple and
white plicata is so clean the whole flower glows. Reblooms as well!

$16.00

Perihelion Pass

PARTY CITY (T.Johnson 20) Orange S and edge on falls
that are deeply striated and veined a deep rich violet. Very large
and ruffled with gorgeous form. Spectaclular!! 
$38.00
PAUL BLACK (T.Johnson 03) SHOW STALKS! Strong
growth. Lovely perfume. Winner of Dykes Medal 2010.
$8.00
PAY IT FORWARD (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender white S
and narrow edge on rich violet falls with orange and violet beards.
Emphasis on this one is clump!! Very floriferous!!
$32.00

Pay It Forward

PAY THE POET (Blyth 20) F Light lemon S; F creamy

Photo Shoot

white with lavender band and orange beard. A simply show stopping
pastel! Stems! Dazzling clumps! 
$36.00

PEACH SHAKE (T.Johnson 20) Creamy white S infused
apricot in center; F are deep apricot with a lighter edge and area
below nearly red beards. Very pretty indeed!! 
$34.00

PERIHELION PASS (T.Johnson 19) S Blended deep
lemon & cream; F have a wide rust red band w/ yellow central
sunburst around & below beard. Clumps!
$22.00

Pharaoh’s Poet
Part
Two

Parisian Lace

PERSISTENT LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Beautifully ruffled
steely blue violet with frosted blue beards. Super stalks!  $10.00

Persistant
Love

PHARAOH’S POET (T.Johnson 19) Cream S with rose
blended centers. Falls old rose with lighter center & lavender pink
rim. Popular!
$24.00

PHOTO SHOOT (T.Johnson 19) Pristine white ground
with purple plicata band on S & F. Deep solid purple styles and
heavy ruffles add to the appeal!
$22.00
PINK SUGAR (Sutton 17) Deep shell pink S, haft and edge
on white F. Beautiful form and color!
$12.00

Pink
Sugar

PLEASURE’S ALL MINE (Black 18) Steely lavender
standards and edge on med. lavender Falls. Nice stalks and a
wonderful scent!! 
$16.00
POETIC MIST (T.Johnson 19) Flesh pink Standards; Falls
pink ground with a near solid mauve overlay and deeper texture
veins. Pretty!
$20.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Prophetic
Dream

Power
Struggle

Precious
Thing
POWDER KEG (Miller 20) Smoky orchid pink S; F cream
ground with a wide dark red violet plicata band and wide center
stripe; Tangerine bds. A striking pattern! Stalks! 
$34.00
POWER OF DREAMS (Blyth 19) F White S infused
peach in the centers; f peach with deeper hafts and lighter central
area. Show stems!
$18.00

Que
Sera
Sera

POWER STRUGGLE (Keppel 19) Mulberry purple

Professor

Standards with lighter edge; Falls are ecru with tangerine beards.
Very pretty!
$22.00

Radiant
Garnet

POWERHOUSE (Ghio 19) Heavily ruffled and full formed
orchid self. 
$24.00
PRECIOUS THING (T.Johnson 20) Light dusty rose S
with deep blue lavender centers. Falls are a light lavender with a
wide peach pink rim. Beautiful! Show Stalks! Classy!  $36.00

Quack
Quack

PRIVATE PARTY (T.Johnson 20) Flesh pink Standards
and edge on deep lavender-purple Falls; frosted violet beard.
Hard to capture on film but a spectacular iris with consistent show
stems!! A favorite and used a lot in hybridizing.
$36.00

Puzzled

PROFESSOR (T.Johnson 20) Medium plum S and edge on
lavender F; hafts are a deep rich violet; beards yellow. Large and
ruffled! Showy! 
$34.00

Powder
Keg
Private
Party

PROPHETIC DREAM (T.Johnson 20) Standards
have a yellow ground almost completely covered with a raspberry
plicata. Falls are a lemon ground with a raspberry plic band and
haft. Fantastic show stems with 9 buds and a very strong grower
and bloomer! Wonderful! 
$32.00
PUMPKIN PIE ALA MODE (T.Johnson 14) White
$10.00

standards. Vibrant burnt orange falls. Fabulous color.

PUNCTUATION (T.Johnson 18) Clean lemon to peach
standards; medium lavender purple F w/ very deep red violet bar
across the hafts. Showy, with great stems!! 
$16.00

Pumpkin
Pie Ala
Mode

PURPLE PUNCH (T.Johnson 16) Dark royal purple
standards & purple black falls. Black beards touched brown. $
 8.00
PUZZLED (T.Johnson 15) Butter peach standards. Irregular
blended maroon wash over light lavender falls. Wide.
$8.00
QUACK QUACK (Black 16) Bright mid yellow self with
$8.00

marigold orange beards. Show stalks!

QUE SERA SERA (T.Johnson 20) Lemon yellow
Standards infused pink; Falls lavender and rose blended with an
extremely ruffled lemon gold band. Totally unique and a stunning
flower! Last year’s best-selling introduction.
$42.00

Punctuation
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Purple
Punch

RADIANT GARNET (Black 19) Magenta Standards
over ruby to garnet Falls with old gold beards. Very pretty and bright.
Stems!
$22.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC
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Rodeo
Cowboy

Raspberry Pie
RAINBOW ROAD (Keppel 19) Pale blue violet S; F
medium blue violet with orange beards.
$20.00
RAINDROPS KEEP FALLING (Black 16) Almost
solid lilac standards. Falls white with lilac edge. Beautiful! $10.00
RASPBERRY PIE (T.Johnson 20) A white ground plicata
with near solid raspberry S; F have a deep raspberry plic band and
narrow line that extends from beard to petal edge. Nice stems with
up to 11 buds and is a fantastic parent! 
$34.00

Read All
About It

Reckless
Abandon

RAVEN GIRL (Schreiner 08) Big ruffled jet black with
satiny sheen. Black purple beards. Strong show stalks.
$8.00
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Restless
Spirit

RAVISHING RUBY (T.Johnson 16) Dark magenta
rose with blue fall blaze. Beards are tipped brown. Well branched!

$12.00

Raindrops
Keep Falling

READ ALL ABOUT IT (T.Johnson 20) Gold S with a
lighter blended edge; F are a lavender and lemon blend with deep
red violet hafts and fall wash. A fun and showy pattern!  $32.00
READ BETWEEN THE LINES (T.Johnson 16)

Ruffled & well formed Peach with plum fall lines. Classy!  $10.00

Raven Girl

READY FOR MY CLOSEUP (Black 14) Dark rose
claret standards. Dark ruby red falls. Perfect form. Ruffled and laced.
Inching every closer to red. COLOR! POPULAR!
$8.00

Read
Between
The Lines

RECKLESS ABANDON (Keppel 10) White standards
veined gold. Burgundy black falls with yellow sunbursts veined
burgundy black. Neat.
$8.00
RECKLESS CHILD (Keppel 19) Blue white S with gold
veined rim. Fall are rich blackish purple with a rayed white area
below orange beards. 
$22.00

Ravishing Ruby
Respect

RESPECT (T.Johnson 19) white ground Standards w/
lavender inner dotted band & wide gold edge; Falls stark white w/
deep purple black band. Super strong grower w/ 10 buds. Makes
a fantastic show!
$22.00

RESTART MY HEART (Blyth 19) F White S; Violet

Rise Like
A Phoenix

washed falls with light lavender white rim. Lighter area and dart
below yellow beard.
$20.00

RESTLESS SPIRIT (Keppel 17) Violet S w/ grey rim; F
creamy overlaid with rosy beige and light violet flash below burnt
sienna beards. 
$12.00
RISE LIKE A PHOENIX (Black 17) Vivid gold standards
with auburn veined band; F dramatic deep red black. Lots of buds
on great stems. Fantastic garden show. 
$12.00

Ready
for My
Closeup

RODEO COWBOY (T.Johnson 20) yellow S and edge on
rust red falls. Wonderful stems and a showman’s delight!! $
 34.00

Reckless Child

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Royal
Passage

Shadow
Bands

Seek
The Unique

ROYAL PASSAGE (T.Johnson 19) Light tan Standards
w/ peach centers; Deep plush red violet Falls with lavender edge.
Strong growth.
$22.00
ROYALTY REMEMBERED (Keppel 17) R Lovely rich
concord purple. Super form & reblooms reliably here in Oregon.

$12.00

Ruffles All Around

ROYSTON RUBIES (Cordes 17) Deep ruby red self
deeper in the F. Lots of buds on good strong show stems!!$12.00

Royston
Rubies

RUBY TRACERY (Black 16) Laced deep garnet with short
white lines extending around beard. Late and showy! 
$9.00
RUFFLES ALL AROUND (Black 20) Standards red
violet with lighter oyster bands; Falls oyster washed palest red violet
with lighter edge. Heavily ruffled! 
$32.00
RUMOR HAS IT (T.Johnson 12) Chalky white widely plic
banded bubble gum grape. Heavily ruffled.
$8.00
SAFE AND SOUND (T.Johnson 18) Super strong
growth with lots of show stalks carrying 8 or more buds make this
a garden standout! 
$16.00

Ruby Tracery
Share
The
Love

Rumor Has It

SANTA CRUZ SURF (Ghio 19) Icy blue white S. and
edge on lighter F. Very nice ruffled flowers on good stems. $
 22.00
SEASONS IN THE SUN (T.Johnson 14) Mid yellow
standards. Brown falls with wide tan band. Clean and appealing
color. Show stalks.
$9.00
SECRET HOPES (T.Johnson 19) Pink S. over Lavender
violet Falls with red-orange beards. Nice show stems. $22.00

Safe
And
Sound

SECRET PAST (T.Johnson 19) Buff gold Standards and
hafts on medium blue violet Falls. Beautiful pleated ruffles and nice
show stems.
$22.00

Seasons in
the Sun

SEEK THE UNIQUE (Black 20) White Standards that
are randomly splashed light orchid; Falls randomly streaked mid to
dark orchid. Show stems! 
$34.00
SENOR JINX (Schreiner 18) Very inky black flowers with

Sergey

yellow beards. Flowers more tailored but very showy and borne in
profusion! 
$18.00

SERGEY (T.Johnson 16) Wonderful formed blue and yellow
bicolor. Much admired at the 2015 Portland convention. $10.00
SHADOW BANDS (T.Johnson 19) White S infused deep
lemon; F plush burgundy with yellow sunburst. Very flashy with up
to 11 buds! 
$22.00

Secret
Hopes
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Secret
Past

SHARE THE LOVE (Ghio 19) Beautiful pink Standards
and touched haft on orchid Falls. Beautifully formed and ruffled
flowers! 
$24.00
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She

Snapshot

Sharp Dressed Man

SHARP DRESSED MAN (T.Johnson 10) Black bitone.
Vivid orange beards. Showy clumps. Show stalks. Wister Medal
2016
$8.00

SHE (Blyth 15) F Beautiful lacy coral salmon including bushy
$14.00

beard.

SHE’S A BIMBO (Miller 20) S peach pink infused orchid
with very light veining at edges; F very dark plum deepening at
edges w/ orange bds. Very wide and voluptuous! 
$34.00

She’s A Bimbo

Shockaholic

SHE’S LOVELY (Blyth 19) F Pink Standards and touched
hafts over near white Falls. Very wide expansive form on show
stems! 
$20.00

SHINE ON ME SUNSHINE (T.Johnson 15) Large
peach to mid orange blend, paler fall centers. Red beards. $8.00

Shine On Me Sunshine

SHOCKAHOLIC (T.Johnson 20) S are a unique blend
of light orange and lemon with deeper veins; F are a fantastic
burnt orange. COLOR!! COLOR!! The branching is a bit tight but
Shockaholic packs an enormous garden punch!! 
$36.00

Shocker

SHOCKER (T.Johnson 17) Med lavender to blue standards
over blue to near black falls. Startling contrast.
$12.00
SIDEKICK (Black 18) Orchid buff blended standards;
med. Orchid falls with rust orange bds. Super growth and stems.
Nice clumps! 
$16.00
SIGNS OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Creamy infused peach

Smiles
All Around

standards; falls are washed peach w/ violet center wash & white
edge. Extremely floriferous & beautiful! 
$18.00

SIMPLY FABULOUS (T.Johnson 19) Late Deep rose
pink with lighter fall centers. Beautiful form and nice show stems.

$24.00

Signs
Of Hope
Sizzlin’
Hot

SIZZLIN’ HOT (T.Johnson 18) Light to med. Lemon
blended S; Falls plush burgundy red with classy ruffled edge of light
lavender. Flashy!
$18.00

SLICE OF HEAVEN (T.Johnson 17) Blue pink

Simply
Fabulous

Standards over slightly lighter Falls. Fantastic ruffling and lacing
on show stems.
$14.00

SMILES ALL AROUND (T.Johnson 20) Beautiful
creamy white with lemon edge becoming much darker at the hafts
and edge; orange beards. Spectacular form makes it an elegant
iris indeed!! 
$34.00
SMOKY DUSKY (Keppel 17) Medium grape S; dark grape
falls w/ beards green tinted yellow. Nice form and showy!$12.00

Slice
Of Heaven

SNAPSHOT (T.Johnson 08) Bright yellow standards and
sunburst on dark mahogany red falls. Very showy.
$8.00

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Spell Check

So Excited

Suddenly

SO EXCITED (T.Johnson 20) Standards white with lemon
centers; F are a colorful combination of lemon hafts, light lavender
wash and deeper violet band. Unique and pretty! 
$34.00
SOMEWHAT FANCY (Blyth 19) F Standards soft
pastel lilac with apricot flush; falls coppery tan with lilac rim. Very
showy color pattern!
$22.00

SONG OF SILENCE (T.Johnson 18) Deep purple
Standards; Falls deep purple with lighter lavender washed centers.
Very eye appealing! 
$18.00

Somewhat Fancy

Space
Signal

SONGSMITH (Blyth 16) F Magenta violet S and edge on
deeper magenta falls w brown haft. Absolutely beautiful!! $
 14.00
SPACE SIGNAL (Keppel 18) Amber cream with light
violet flush up midrib in S and deep violet wash in center of F.
Different and popular! 
$18.00

SPECTRAL ZONE (Black 20) Sulfur yellow S; F gray

Songsmith

white with mid violet hafts and darker center blot. Strong show
stems on very husky healthy plants. 
$32.00

SPELL CHECK (T.Johnson 18) White w/ lt lilac banded

Stormrise

standards; falls white w/ narrow lilac band. Deep styles & purple
bar across the haft complete the appeal. Strong growth w/ show
stems!! 
$16.00

SPRING CELEBRATION (Sutton 17) Yellow S; F
have yellow central fall patch surrounded by a deep ruby red and
lavender blended edge. 
$12.00

Steal
Your Heart

STAR MAKER (Ghio 17) White S. Falls white graduating

Stitches

STEAL YOUR HEART (Black 18) Near solid purple

out to a lavender wash. Beautiful form shows the pretty pink style
crests. Nice Shrimp pink beards add to the beauty. 
$12.00

Song Of
Silence

standards; falls white w/ precise purple band & narrow center line.
Buds & show stems. Nice!! 
$18.00

STILL THE ONE (T.Johnson 15) Medium pink S. Lighter
pink falls with darker margins. Coral beards.
$8.00
STITCHES (T.Johnson 19) Light yellow S w/ darker yellow
stitched plicata edge; Falls white with precise violet stitched edge.
Clean and nice! 
$22.00

STORMRISE (Oberg 19) Standards are steely violet shaded

Spring Celebration

deeper in center; Falls yellow blending to a lighter edge. Fantastic
show stems!
$18.00

STRAWBERRY FREEZE (T.Johnson 12) White S;
Dark red purple fall with wide pale lilac band. Ruffled!
$8.00
SUDDENLY (T.Johnson 18) White S; Lavender washed
and lined F w/ showy yellow hafts. Bright!! 
$16.00

Strawberry Freeze
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Still The One
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Sussudio

Sweet
City
Woman
SUGAR BLUSH (Blyth 18) F A nice blending of light
orchid lavender & pink w/blue tipped beards. Nice color with strong
stems & lots of buds. 
$18.00

Sweet
Talker

Sunny
Seas

SUGAR HIGH (Keppel 18) Clear pink S and edge on
slightly lighter F. Big flowers on nice stems. Ruffled! 
$18.00
SUNNY SEAS (Miller 19) Canary yellow S and hafts on
white falls that are flushed light lavender deeper at edge. Lavender
beards with small orange horn. 
$20.00
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Tanzanian
Queen

SUNSET BOULEVARD (Keppel 17) Golden orange w/
$12.00

muted mauve fall band Tangerine beards.

Sunset
Boulevard

SUPER MODEL (T.Johnson 07) Very late bloom. Heavily
$9.00

crinkle laced mid lilac. Show stalks.

SUPERCHARGED (Ghio 19) Golden yellow S flushed
slightly with burgundy. Falls super clean burgundy red. Beautiful
ruffles and stems. 
$26.00
SUSSUDIO (T.Johnson 19) Smooth salmon to orange blend
with beautiful coral pink beards. Very pretty color! 
$22.00

Swedish
Lullaby

Super
Model

SWEDISH LULLABY (Keppel 15) Yellow standards.
$8.00

Mid lavender blue falls with gray band. Ruffled.

SWEET AS HONEY (Blyth 16) F Creamy white S w/
apricot infusion; F smooth apricot. Gorgeous!
$14.00
SWEET CITY WOMAN (T.Johnson 18) Light salmon
pink S; Rich deep claret rose F w/ burnt orange bd. Wonderful show
stems & a great parent. 
$18.00
SWEET TALKER (T.Johnson 20) Deep plum S and edge
on medium lavender-purple F; Bushy lavender and orange beards.
Wonderful stems with 10 buds! Overlooked! 
$34.00

Ten Of
Hearts

Sweet
As Honey

SWING DANCER (T.Johnson 18) Standards light lilac;
falls plush deep violet with lighter washed edge. Ruffled and lightly
laced! 
$16.00
SWIVEL HIPS (T.Johnson 16) Smoky pink standards and
deep royal purple falls. Nicely ruffled and formed. Stalks!  $10.00
TAINTED LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Very early peachy
orange with short violet fall lines. Wonderful stalks and buds.

$8.00

Swivel
Hips

Swing
Dancer

TANZANIAN QUEEN (T.Johnson 20) White S infused
apricot; F are a clean deep apricot to orange with shocking red
beards. A beacon of light in the garden.
$34.00
TEN OF HEARTS (Blyth 19) F Cream standards
infused peach. Cream falls with deep peach hafts and slight fall
wash. Beautiful and with super branching! 
$22.00

Tainted Love

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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Timeless Treasure

Thundering Applause

That’s Entertainment

THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT (T.Johnson 19) Bright
yellow S; F are yellow with lighter area in center flushed with a
heavy maroon wash to the edge. Different and bright!  $22.00
THOSE VIOLET EYES (T.Johnson 17) Lavender pink
standards over light pink falls with violet beards. 
$12.00

Those
Violet
Eyes

THREAD THE NEEDLE (Ghio 19) Blue white S with
med lavender blue stitched edge. Falls white with deep lavender
purple band and short white rays around white beard. $24.00

Thread
The Needle

THREE TIMES A LADY (Black 20) S pink paling to
butter edges; F butter cream with peach hafts. A pretty glaciata
with strong branching and buds. 
$32.00
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS (Black 19)
Super brilliant canary yellow glaciata with big white clean white
patch around beard. Nice! 
$20.00

THUNDERING APPLAUSE (T.Johnson 20)

Through The Looking Glass
Time
Out

Creamy white standards infused pink; falls light lemon with violet
lines becoming more solid near the gold band. Large, full, ruffled,
blooms. Fades a bit with age but still gorgeous! 
$34.00

Tropical
Breeze

TIME OUT (Black 18) Rich vibrant cantaloupe orange with
darker hafts and vivid orange beards. Very bright!! 
$18.00
TIMELESS TREASURE (T.Johnson 19) Peach pink
S; Falls have peach pink hafts and edge with deeper violet central
wash. Makes a nice clump! 
$22.00

TOM JOHNSON (Black 96) purple and purple black
bitone with orange beards. Super branching with up to 12 buds.
Classic!
$8.00

Toronto

TOP CHOICE (T.Johnson 20) Coral pink standards; falls
are lavender pink with coral hafts and deep shrimp pink beards.
Form! Ruffles! Beautiful! 
$36.00
TORONTO (T.Johnson 11) Buff peach standards. Velvety
dark maroon falls. Ruffled & lightly laced. Beautiful!
$9.00
TOTALLY AWESOME (T.Johnson 18) Lt. flesh pink

Totally
Awesome

S heavily infused violet. F rich deep black cherry. Gorgeous big
ruffled flowers on show stems!! 
$18.00

TREASURE BAY (T.Johnson 19) Icy blue white S over
Light lavender F with darker diffused band. Gorgeous show stems
and wonderful form. Elegant! 
$22.00

Treasure
Bay

TRENDING (T.Johnson 19) Eggshell standards with opal
pink centers; falls medium lavender brushed darker with inky blue
beards. Stems! Beard! 
$22.00
TROPICAL BREEZE (T.Johnson 20) An unusual and

Trending
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gorgeous shade of antique rose and pink with a wide lemon-peach
blended band on S and F; very ruffled and beautiful!!  $34.00
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Top
Choice

Truth
Or Dare

Twilight
Rhapsody

TRUE COLORS (Keppel 20) Yellow-orange standards;

Unspoken
Passion

falls violet in the center lightening slight to a blended peach-violet
blend; tangerine beards. Beautiful clean bicolor! 
$32.00

TRUE PROMISES (T.Johnson 17) Solid mulberry
$12.00

standards and border on white falls. Great!! 

TRUTH OR DARE (T.Johnson 18) Our runaway best
–selling first year intro of all time!! A totally unique creation that is
proving itself as a parent as well. 
$20.00

Voulez Vous

Valley of
Dreams

TURKISH TAPESTRY (Keppel 20) Yellow ground
standards with salmon pink plicata overlay darker at midrib and
a lighter edge; falls yellow ground with near solid deep red violet
dotted overlay and lighter edge. 
$32.00
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Turkish
Tapestry

Vista
Point

TWILIGHT RHAPSODY (T.Johnson 16) Blended
yellow standards with plush maroon falls edged light lavender, then
gold. 
$10.00
UNDER DOG (Black 19) Dusky spiced rose with lighter
fall centers. Wonderful stems and color! Ruffled! 
$22.00
UNFOLDING DREAMS (Ghio 19) Beautiful shade of
light orange pink standards. Deeper Falls with lighter central area.
Very ruffled. 
SOLD OUT

Vanity
Girl

UNRESTRAINED PASSION (Black 20) Standards
white with creamy peach pink centers; white with a blend of mid
to light peach; beards burnt orange. Heavy bloomer and strong
grower! Stems!
$32.00
UNSPOKEN PASSION (Blyth 16) F Luscious creamy
white S infused peach; White falls w/ peach hafts. 
$14.00

Volcanic
Glow

VALLEY OF DREAMS (Blyth 15) F Icy lavender lilac
standards over Sienna brown falls. Different and unique! $10.00

Underdog

VANITY GIRL (T.Johnson 16) Blue pink standards and
edge on white falls. Strong growth with show stems! 
$10.00

Vintage
Look

VINTAGE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) eggshell white
standards; falls white overlaid lilac to lavender. Style crests are
edged turquoise! Lovely pastel!! 
$34.00
VISTA POINT (Keppel 17) Standards deep wine; falls
white ground w/ yellow patch below beard & wine hafts, midline
and edge. 
$12.00
VOLCANIC GLOW (Keppel 12) Butter standards
flushed rose brown. Mahogany falls with white luminata patch.

$8.00
VOULEZ VOUS (T.Johnson 15) Lavender washed
maroon six falled flat. Butter styles. Neat. Superb stalks. $10.00

True Promises

Unrestrained Passion

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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When Doves
Cry

What
A Party

Watercolor Print
WAIT A MINUTE (Ghio 18)Cameo peach pink standards

Waking
Dream

and edge on white falls. Nicely ruffled full formed flowers. Very
pretty!
$18.00

Whisper In
The Wind

WAKING DREAM (Montanari 18) F Nicely ruffled lilac
rose reverse bi-tone with great stems and growth.
$16.00
WALK RIGHT BACK (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon buff
S infused salmon; F deep rose pink with tangerine bds. A wonderful
and showy early variety with 11 buds on show stems.  $36.00

Whirl
and
Sparkle

WATER WALTZ (T.Johnson 14) Silvery mid blue reverse
bitone with alluring suede finish. Big undulating ruffles. Strong show
stalks.
$8.00

Why Be
Normal

WATERCOLOR PRINT (T.Johnson 15) Violet white.
Wide mid violet fall band with paler watermark inner band. Big
glowing marigold beards.
$8.00
WEALTH (Keppel 20) Mustard gold standards infused
violet; F full deep mustard yellow; Bright and beautiful! $30.00

Wicked
Good

WHAT A CIRCUS (T.Johnson 20) S are white with near
solid gold overlay; F Lavender red-violet with a deep magenta wash
starting at the hafts. Spectacular and showy garden iris! $
 34.00
WHAT A FEELING (T.Johnson 17) White standards
infused lemon. White falls with wide washed violet band and yellow
hafts. 
$12.00
WHAT A PARTY (T.Johnson 18) Yellow to gold blended
S; F have a large purple black “signal” surrounded by a med.
lavender band & finally a buff gold edge. Very beautiful!! $20.00

Water
Waltz

WHAT A VIEW (T.Johnson 20) Yellow standards; falls
white with deep rust dotted hafts and band. Very ruffled and a
fantastic plicata parent. Limited! 
$42.00
WHEN DOVES CRY (T.Johnson 18) Icy lavender white
S infused lemon; F are plush burgundy w/ wide precise lavender
band and darker wire rim. Nice! 
$18.00

What a
Circus

WHIRL AND SPARKLE (Black 18) White standards
and edge on rose violet falls. Nicely ruffled with great stems and
growth. Nice!! 
$18.00

What A
Feeling

WHISPER IN THE WIND (T.Johnson 15) White
$8.00

ground with blue-violet to purple plicata bands. Pretty.

WHY BE NORMAL (T.Johnson 14) Novelty six falls.
$9.00

Caramel with darker hafts and center line. 

WICKED GOOD (Black 12) Light blue standards blended
darker up midrib. Dramatic plush black purple falls banded mid lilac
then purple black wire rims. Unique & wonderful!
$9.00

Walk
Right
Back

What a
View
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Woven
Sunlight

You’re
A Mess
WILD STREAK (Black 20) Buff peach standards with
random mid lilac segments; F pale peach w/ darker peach hafts and
edge. F is overall randomly streaked and washed grape. Beautiful
with show stems!! 
$36.00
WILD SURPRISE (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden yellow S;
F white with deep lemon hafts and a wide violet band and narrow
brown edge. Colorful, more so in cooler weather.
$34.00

You
Flirt

WILL YOU BE MINE (Black 18) Wide blocky ruffled &
laced near solid pink standards; falls light pink with lighter centers.
Super growth and show stems! 
$18.00

Wild Streak

Tall Bearded Iris General Listing 2021

You
Belong
To Me

WIND BENEATH MY WINGS (Black 19) Light pink
S edged in ivory. Falls Light buff peach with ivory edges. Form!
Stem! 
$20.00
WINTER’S SMILE (Black 16) Fantastically ruffled white
$10.00

with yellow infused standards and haft. 

Will You Be Mine

WITCH’S SPELL (T.Johnson 20) White S; F are a deep
violet washed over lavender with a lavender band. 
$32.00
WOMAN’S LOVE (Blyth 19) F Soft pink standards over
falls that are Pastel magenta deepening towards edge. Beautiful
and nice stems! 
$22.00

Wind
Beneath My
Wings

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black 07) Cream
standards rimmed gold. Light yellow falls overlaid brick red veins
and wash. Ruffled cream band. Very popular. Nice parent. $8.00
WOVEN SUNLIGHT (Blyth 15) F Butter yellow w/ falls
having a webbed netting of light brown. Unique & bright Pretty!

$9.00

Wonders Never Cease
Winter’s
Smile

Wild
Surprise

YOU BELONG TO ME (Black 18) Pink S infused violet.
Violet F w/ lighter area around frosted blue tipped beard. $16.00
YOU FLIRT (T.Johnson 18) Bright deep lemon yellow
S; falls rich burgundy w/ narrow lemon edge. Nicely ruffled. Very
dramatic!! 
$18.00
YOU’RE A MESS (Black 20) Mulberry standards with
random palest violet streaks; F light mulberry with random streaks
of darker mulberry; Clump! Stems! 
$34.00

YOU’RE THE ONE (T.Johnson 19) Medium lavender
pink S and haft on very light pink Falls with frosted powder blue
beards. Nice show stems! Late!
$22.00

You’re
The One

Witch’s
Spell

Woman’s
Love

Web Site www.mid-americagarden.com
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THOMAS JOHNSON
MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS

ATOM SMASHER (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Midseason 14" (35cm). Brilliant golden yellow standards
with red veining at the petal edges. Falls have a near
solid cranberry overlay on a yellow orange ground
with saturated tangerine beards. Brilliant!! Absolutely stunning clumps!! Sdlg TK270A: Gottcha Good
X Alaia.
$25.00

BELIEVE (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Late 14" (35cm).
Believe is named to remind myself that someday I
hope to have a dramatic orange with deep blue
beards. Although this is not it yet, it is another step
in that direction. Very pretty with nice stems, growth
and plenty of buds. Sdlg. TK277C: Sib to Honorary X
Keppel 0916-A, (((Spring Fresh x (Oregold x Chanted))
x Cachet) x Bluebeard’s Ghost). 
$25.00

BUDGIE (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Early 13" (33cm)
Flashy canary yellow with a yellow patch around
the beard, then a diffused rust spot encircled by
a wide canary yellow border. What really makes
Budgie stand out is the ruffled, rounded petals and
the overall symmetrically round flowers. Very cute
indeed!! Sdlg. TK290C: Thimble X sib to Searing
Embers. 
$25.00
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GOOD FEELING (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Late
12" (30.5cm) Salmon pink standards. Falls have
an apricot pink ground with a deep violet plicata
fall wash surrounded with a salmon pink band.
Nicely formed flowers with three to four buds.
Good Feeling presents itself very well with elegant
and floriferous clumps. Sdlg. TK270C: Sib to Atom
Smasher 
$25.00

HERE AND THERE (T. Johnson ’21) SDB
Early 12" (30.5cm) Light lemon yellow standards.
Falls have light lemon ground overlaid with a rust
red plicata wash. Very clean and charming. Sdlg
TK268A: Unwritten X Alaia.
$25.00

HIT THE JACKPOT
(T. Johnson ’21) SDB
Midseason 13" (33cm) I
have a bit of a fascination
for beards especially on
the SDBs. In my opinion
the beard can make or break the flower. The large
blue frosted beards on this canary yellow self definitely “make” the blooms on Hit the Jackpot. The
white patch under and around the beard only adds to
the contrast. Startling and beautiful in clump!! Sdlg
TK284B: ((Wit x ((Fusspot x(Stormy Circle x Neutron
sib)) x Bright Note)) x Worry Wart) X pollen parent of
Believe. 
$25.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

JOYOUS ONE (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Midseason
12" (30.5cm) Very light icy blue standards. The falls
are a milk glass white with deep gold thumbprint
hafts that extend down the petal. Huge frosted lavender blue beards complete the combination. Super
strong grower and very floriferous making a quick
and showy clump. Sdlg TJ30B: sib to Little Miss
Sunshine. 
$25.00

LOST MY MIND (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Early-Midseason 14" (35cm) Near solid light orange
standards over orange falls that are overlaid, lined
and dotted with red violet. Heavily saturated tangerine beards. Very wide, round and ruffled flowers
cover the clumps creating a stunning effect. Sdlg
TK270H: sib to Atom Smasher and Good Feeling.

$25.00

PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS (T.
Johnson ’21) SDB Late 15" (38cm) Brilliant golden
yellow with deep rust red plicata dots at the hafts
becoming lighter
rust red near the
Skye
bottom edge of the
falls. Very intensely
bright!!
Sdlg
TK268H: sib to Here
And There. $25.00

Phone: (503) 390-6072

SPICY HOT (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Midseason
14" (35cm) Golden yellow with an overall maroon
wash and dots on falls. Beards are intense orange.
The flowers on Spicy Hot are so intensely colored
they appear neon in the field. COLOR!! Sdlg
TK292A: Alaia X illegible cross tag. 
$25.00

TULA (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Midseason 12"
(30.5cm) Named after our little dog, Tula is a beauty
that was labeled for introduction since its maiden
bloom. Standards are an off white with light violet
plicata dots and lemon flush throughout. Falls are
interesting with white ground overlaid almost completely with deeper violet plicata dots. Adding to
the interest are deep violet veins that extend from
around the beard to petal edge. All of this is highlighted by very shocking medium lemon style arms
that are very visible, creating a strong contrast.
Three buds, good growth and bloom habits make
this a garden favorite and a fun parent. Sdlg TJ8B:
sib to Get Ready. 
$25.00

DISCO BALL (Miller ’21) Tet. MTB Early-Midseason 20" (51cm) Standards peach shaded orchid
w/ apricot rim and styles; Falls peach veined rose;
lightly ruffled & 9 buds Sdlg 4414B: Raspberry
Shocker X (Rustle Of Spring x Standing Alone)

$30.00
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LYNDA MILLER
MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS

DROP THE MIC (Miller ’21) MTB Midseason
17-19" (46cm) Standards open pale violet paling
to white w/ blue veins; Falls light violet blue veined
dark purple paling to white w/ med purple veins Sdlg
1314H: Lost cross tag.
$30.00
S W E E T
BABY GIRL
(T. Johnson ’21)
SDB Early 10"
(24.5cm) White
ground with wide
mauve plicata
band and midrib
in standards. Falls
white with narrow
mauve plic band
and deep maroon
spots on either
side of showy red
orange beards.
Wonderfully wide,
round and ruffled flowers!! The beards absolutely bring Sweet Baby Girl to life. Gorgeous and
elegant!! Sdlg TK267C: Unwritten X sib to Searing
Embers.
$25.00

Tula

ZIG ZAG (T. Johnson ’21) SDB Late 12" (30.5cm)
Two things immediately come to mind when I think
of this flower: the brilliant beard and the wonderful
wide, round and ruffled form. It could be described
as a rimmed broken color plicata. A very interesting mix of several patterns in one. I have used it
heavily in breeding. Zig Zag is one of many iris to
be introduced out of the fantastic parent Alaia. Sdlg
TK282B: Stylish Miss X Alaia. 
$25.00
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LEGIT (Miller ’21) MDB Midseason 5-6" (13cm)
Standards dark flesh pink; Falls white washed pale
plum purple, darker on the sides & w/ darker veins.
Tang beards tipped white Sdlg 115B: Gigabyte X Mini
Figs. 
$25.00

Cher &
Fancy
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SHIRTS AND SKINS (Miller ’21)MTB Early-Midseason 19" (48cm) Tet. Standards flesh light
coral; Falls deep pinkish orchid with narrow pink
rim; Coral beards. 7-9 buds! Sdlg 4914: She’s a
Doll X (Stylish Lass x Sun Spirit).
$30.00

TALKING SMACK (Miller ’21) ) MTB Early-Midseason 22" (56cm) Tet. Dark purple w/
tangerine bds & 10 to 16 buds!!! First in my quest
for a black w/ red beards! Sdlg 515A: ((Ben A Factor
x Red Trooper) x unknown) X (Raspberry Shocker x
Night Spirit).
$30.00

are 4 branches plus spur and a basal branch with
1 branch and 5 buds. It normally has at least 20
buds. Classically formed and ruffled sparkling white
flowers have mid violet blue plicata band standards
surrounding mid violet blue styles. Falls have a wire
rim plic edging. Smaller flowers allow flowers to
show without crowding. Proportion is its hallmark.
Breathtaking clumps! Sdlg. Y180A: Stylish Choice
X W215A: (S207E: (Keeper x Q47C: (O234A: (Silverberry x L86B: (Waiting For George x Cimarron Trail))
x O230A: (K256A: (Flights Of Fancy x I144A, Fleece
as White sib) x T.Johnson TU78A: (I’ve Got Rhythm
x Flight Of Fancy)))) x U69A: (Ink Patterns x Alberta
Clipper))
$40.00
BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES (Black ‘21) AB
(OGB) Midseason 24" (61cm) Classic aril traits and
relatively easy culture make this a prime selection
for those wanting to give their first arilbred a try. Near
white standards are finally netted mid lilac. Dusky
mid rose falls have huge dark red brown aril signals
and characteristic sparse diffuse beards. Usually one
branch and 3 buds. Sdlg. Byzantine Ruby X V351A:
(Brash And Bold x S142BR, Triple Dip sib) $30.00

BABY DOLL PINK (Black ‘21) MTB Early-Midseason 25" (63cm) The soft light orchid of
the standards is blended over the soft pink falls. A
slight metallic sheen adds a touch of mystery. Mid
pink styles provide a bit of contrast as do the shrimp
beards. Three branches are graced with 7-9 buds
on easy to grow plants. Sdlg. Z139BB: Unknown

$30.00

BOO BERRY (Black ‘21) BB Early-Midseason 27" (69cm) This sibling to ‘Poise and Charm’
has all the great traits it has, classic flower form,
perfect proportion, strong growth, show stalks with
3 branches and spur providing 8-9 buds. Mid blueberry blue flowers are shaded darker blue around
edges. It has a slight sweet fragrance and the added
bonus of purple based foliage. I’m using it in my
quest for turquoise to green TBs (tall bearded) Sdlg.
X184J: ‘Poise And Charm’ sib
$40.00

PAUL BLACK
MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS

AIRY FAIRY FLOWER (Black ‘21) BB Early-Late 23" (58cm) Flowers, flowers everywhere!
The exuberant branching and buds insure you’ll
have loads of “Airy” flowers over a long time. There
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BABY’S GOT THE
BLUES (Black ‘21)
MTB Midseason-Late
26" (66cm) Tet. The
clean, dark indigo standards and inky blue
black blended falls make
this a great addition to
the MTB class. Strong
growth produces plenty
of show stalks with loads
of branches and buds.
Unusual beards are half
bronze brown and half
indigo. Sdlg. Y195A: Waylaid X U66B: (Date With
Destiny x S208A, Silver Ice sib)
$30.00
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BOO TO YOU (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason
14" (36cm) The accent here is on the round, lightly
ruffled and strongly flared falls. The falls of these
pristine white flowers are blended light to mid blue

Phone: (503) 390-6072

BORDEAUX BLAZE (Black ‘21) AB OGB- Midseason 26" (66cm) It has strong aril characteristics
including the bold burgundy blaze. Mid orchid standards surround mid apricot gold styles. Mid peach
apricot hafts blend to mid violet centers banded
darker dusky rose. Wide marigold beards narrow
to light lavender scruffy ends. Two branches and 5
buds give it a good season of bloom. Sdlg. W306A:
Energizer X S167A: (P220A: (Fancy A Flutter x Palace
Symphony) x Cheap Frills)
$30.00

BY THE SEA (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason
15" (38cm) This is the closest to a dark blue amoena
I’ve seen. Others have varying widths of white bands.
‘By the Sea’ does have a white wire rim which
accents the blue fall. It produces many stalks on
vigorous plants. Clumps create an immediate focal
point in the landscape. Sdlg. Z231A: W277A, Sky and
Meadow pod parent X V279A: (S289D, Oh So Sweet
sib x Riveting)
$25.00

DEEP IN THE HEART (Black ‘21) MTB (tet)
Midseason-Late 25" (63cm) The lush velvety purple
black falls will draw you in for a closer look. You’ll
then notice the mid purple standard’s color repeats
in a narrow fall band. Look inside and you’ll see
sparkling white styles with center ridge and crest of
mid lilac. It is entrancing. As with others of this type,
there are loads of branching and buds to insure a
long bloom season. Sdlg. Y203A: To The Contrary X
long & involved
$30.00
BOUNDLESS
BERRY (Black ‘21)
BB Midseason-Late
27" (69cm) Border
bearded irises are no
longer sulky shrinking violets. ‘Boundless
Berry’ is testament
to that with its robust
growth and showy
clumps filled with
bloom stalks. Compact,
heavily ruffled flowers
have light warm pink
blooms. Fall hafts are
rouged red plum and
veined cream and shade lighter to narrow warm
pink bands. Big, dark sienna beards are an interesting contrast. Show stalks have 3 branches and 7-9
buds. A moderate sweet fragrance is a plus. Sdlg.
Y171B: (Delectable Treat X V182D: (R170J, Simply
Coral sib x Enough is Enough)
$40.00

EXTREME (Black ‘21) SDB Midseason-Late
15.5" (39cm) Yes, ‘Extreme’ ruffles and ‘Extreme’
color made this a top contender for introduction from
its first bloom. Peach blooms are heavily washed
dark orange giving a seductive depth of color. Huge
dark orange beards grab your eye as you approach.
Strong growth. Three buds on stalks with one
branch. Sdlg. Y261A: V271A: (Orange Obsession x
T219C, Meticulous pod parent sib) X Speak No Evil

$25.00
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FAIRY KING (Black ‘21)MTB (tet) Midseason-Late 26" (66cm) The color range of tetraploid
MTBs keeps expanding at a fast pace. ‘Fairy King’
does its part to keep pushing it forward. White
standards are washed butter and edged and veined
darker. Mid yellow styles peer from between them.
Dark red plum falls blend inward to dark red violet
then to near black centers. Darker veins underlay
the entire fall. Bountiful branching and buds insure
a long bloom season. Sdlg. Y202C: V258C, Casual
Attire sib X Casual Attire
$30.00
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over their centers leaving a wide white band and a
patch around the beard. Stalks are distributed evenly
throughout the clump, so flowers are never crowded.
Sdlg. Z231C, By The Sea sib
$25.00

FAMOUS (Black ‘21) SDB Late-Very Late
15.5" (33cm) ‘Famous’ is a minimal plicata that
is wonderfully unique. Dark mahogany standards
are lightly laced and rimmed mid tan. Cream styles
have mid mahogany ridge and crest centers. Dark
yellow throat and hafts of falls are plicata lined and
sanded black mahogany. The lower 2/3rds of fall is
dark mahogany black. Big bright beards are twotoned marigold to yellow. So far it has been a difficult
parent. Sdlg. Z190G, Flying Monkey sib
$25.00

FLYING MONKEY (Black ‘21) ) SDB Midseason-Late 12" (30cm) What a sight this monkey is
with a wonderful luminata pattern. Standards are
cream heavily washed mid khaki as are the styles.
Falls have huge neon marigold beards surrounded
by clear mid yellow throat and hafts giving way to
white surrounding their tips. The falls lower half is
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washed/sanded mid brown and narrowly banded
tan gold. What a sight! Very showy clumps. Excellent
parent. Sdlg. Z190E: V230C: (R258A, April Fanfare
sib x My Cher) X Jolly
$25.00

HEY LOOK AT ME (Black ‘21) SDB Midseason-Late 12" (30cm) The color demands you look.
Vivid yellow gold standards flushed apricot stand
open enough to reveal mid apricot styles. Burnished
apricot falls blend to gold edges and are set afire
with big, brilliant orange beards. Clumps scream,
“Hey Look at Me”. Sdlg. Y225B: T208B: (Mostly
Sunny x Graceful) X V271A: (Orange Obsession x
T219C, Meticulous pod parent sib)
$25.00

LET’S TALK (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason 13" (33cm) Definitely not the usual violet and
white plicata. There is an interesting dialog between
the redder dark plum standards and the white falls
widely plicata banded mid violet blue with red
plum hafts. Big golden beards end with a neat lilac
shadow. Sdlg. Y287A: Tourist Trap X W282A: (T245B:
(Q85A: (Ghost Ship x O334 charcoal sib, Fido sib)
x R287A, Mesa Sunrise sib) x S324F, Notation sib)

$25.00

MISSING YOU (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason 13" (33cm) A profusion of darling pink blooms
is hard to resist. Mid pink flowers have light peach
throats that give way to elongated hafts lined and
plicata dotted mid grape between which dance tangerine beards. Vigorous clumps are filled with stalks.
Sdlg. Y237C: U193B: (Fruit Cup x S311E: (P144A:
(Brash x Pink Frosting) x Q43D: (N271B, Bit of Gilt
sib x Pink Potion))) X Peppito
$25.00

MOUSE THAT ROARED (Black ‘21) MDB
Midseason-Late 7" (18cm) It may be small, but it
has a big impact in a clump. It is another variation on
a plicata theme reaching back to ‘Ghost Ship’. It is a
luminata but not in the traditional TB style luminatas
by having darker fall veins rather than lighter. The
upper half of white standards are shaded mid slate
purple with butter edges. Startling white styles peak
out from between them. Falls have bright yellow
throats blended to white then washed light to mid
violet to edges. Chlorophyl lines streak alongside
beards turning to mid violet and darkening to edges.
Sdlg. X229D, ‘Fishnet Stockings’ sib
$25.00

MY GAL (Black ‘21) BB Midseason-Late
26" (66cm) What a well-proportioned
beauty ‘My Gal’ is! She’s a color that will
turn heads. Full and tightly formed blooms
are a rich medley of peach, pink, and
apricot with big vivid orange beards to get
everyone’s attention. She’s not shy and will
give you 9-11 blossoms on show stalks
with 3 branches and spur. Superb parent.
Sdlg. X143I, Merry Mulberry sib $40.00
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N I B B L E
(Black ‘21) SDB
Late-Very Late
15.5" (39cm)
With very deliberate intent,
I’ve been able
to extend the
bloom season for
SDBs well into
the TB season
and created
stalks with 3
and sometimes
4 branches with
8-14 buds. All
this is made possible by keeping
foliage short and
slightly lengthening branches
so all flowers can
show without being crowded. It is a new path and
look for SDBs that I think gardeners will like. They
will be a knockout on the show bench. ‘Nibble’ is a
nice muted corn yellow blend with paler fall centers
and big mid yellow beards. Three branches carry
9-10 buds. Sdlg. Y197A: U90A: (Date with Destiny x
My Cher) X U66A: (Date with Destiny x S208A, Silver
Ice sib)
$25.00

OUT OF THE ORDINARY (Black ‘21) Spec-X
Early-Late 19" (48cm) ‘Out of the Ordinary’ has
been an important stepping stone toward achieving
late blooming, multiple budded and branched SDBs.
Its diverse parentage is evidence of the breeding
possibilities it provides over the entire bearded
spectrum. Palest gray standards are washed pale
smoked butter. Dark red purple falls blend lighter
toward the edges and are intermittently and narrowly streaked light violet – a hint of broken color.
Well-proportioned stalks have 3 branches plus spur
and 12-14 buds. Sdlg. Y191A, Perfectly Composed
sib
$25.00
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SASSY SENORITA (Black ‘21) IB Midseason-Late 25" (63cm) From your first look, she’ll
have you wound around her little finger. Shimmering light pink flowers are washed darker true
pink, no peach tones at all. Intriguing light green
veins ascend the standards midribs and web out
over the falls. Mid pink styles stand behind darker
pink beards. Strong growing clumps are filled with
stalks. Sdlg. Z175B: Sweet Pink X X208A: (T183A:
(R203C: (M166A, Inspired sib x Love Spell) x R176A,
Grace and Charm sib) x U73C: (Photogenic x O210B,
Always Lovely sib))
$30.00

PAPER TIGER (Black ‘21) ) MTB (tet) Midseason-Late 26" (66cm) ‘Paper Tiger’ is a darker,
richer version of ‘Fairy King’. Mid gold washed standards are lined and banded dark gold. Darkest red
plum falls bend to purple and then to black centers,
all underlaid with darker veins. Clumps are filled
with show stalks. Sdlg. Y202E, Fairy King sib$30.00

SPLASH (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason 12"
(30cm) You won’t miss seeing it. Round, vivid yellow
flowers have large slightly darker fall spots with fiery
dark marigold orange beards. A patch of this brilliant
creation will be a show stopping edge in your flower
bed. Sdlg. X301A: (U161B, Lottery sib X Lottery)

$25.00

PEACH MEDLEY (Black ‘21) SDB Early-Midseason 13" (33cm) What a yummy blending of pink
to peach to mid apricot! The unique topping on this
gorgeous medley is the two-colored beard. The
throat is coral with distal half being white. It is a
beautifully showy contrast. Sdlg. Y260D: V271A:
(Orange Obsession x T219C, Meticulous pod parent
sib) X V244A: (R273B, Lovable Pink sib x R273I,
Lovable Pink sib)
$25.00

TAKE YOUR PICK (Black ‘21) SDB Midseason-Late 12" (30cm) You can take your pick from
all the diverse personalities of ‘Take Your Pick’.
Standards are dark purple and styles a bit darker.
Light pink ground falls may have anywhere from
a dark purple plicata band to purple almost completely covering the falls. Markings can vary from
flower to flower on the same plant. All are beautiful. Coral beards. Sdlg. Z185A: Pepito X X330G:
(Bazinga x T229B: (R270A: (O315A: (L264C, Bright
sib x M200C, Meow sib) x Circus Clown) x Extraterrestrial)) 
$25.00
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WONDER BEARD (Black ‘21) MTB (tet) Midseason-Late 24" (61cm) The complex heritage of
‘Portland Pink’ made this advancement in MTBs
possible. Its form is compact and lightly ruffled. The
clarity of subtle gradations of pink is stunning. Light
baby ribbon pink standards encase warmer pink
styles. Light warm salmon pink falls are adorned
with heavily saturated mid coral pink beards. Definitely a top pick for those who love pink irises. Two
branches and terminal normally have 6-7 buds.
Sdlg. X235C: (Portland Pink X Always Lovely)$30.00
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OUTRAGEOUS VISION (Black ‘21) SDB
Midseason-Very Late 15" (38cm) Here’s another in
the expanding line of late blooming, multiple budded
and branched SDBs. Classically formed flowers have
smoky light violet to buff pink blended standards
and light pink to violet styles. Mid violet blend falls
have cream hafts with dark plum veins that extend
downward. Dark orange beards make it even more
outrageous. Three well-spaced branches have
7-9 buds. Sdlg. Y211A: V193E: (Date with Destiny x
Q47C, Devil’s Delight pod parent) X V322A: involved

$25.00

WOW GEE WHIZ (Black ‘21) SDB 15" (38cm)
It is amazing to have three prime selections from
the same cross. This luminata plicata has old gold
standards washed darker brass overall and interesting green midribs. Mid gold styles lead to bold
yellow luminata type fall spots that have light tan
plicata markings becoming mid cinnamon toward
edges. The lower half of fall is dark mahogany with a
gilt gold rim. The big burnt orange beards will make
you go ‘Wow Gee Whiz’. Great from a distance or up
close. Strong growth. Sdlg. Z190H, Flying Monkey
sib 
$25.00

YOUR TURN (Black ‘21) IB (tet) Midseason-Late 26" (66cm) These more simply formed
purple black flowers are born in great abundance
from healthy clumps. Elaborately branched stalks
composed of a main stalk and two basal branches
produce 15-18 flowers. The garden impact is one
of exuberance. Sdlg. Y201A: To The Contrary X Night
Spirit 
$30.00
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BORDER
BEARDED
Smaller proportioned version
of Tall Bearded with stalks 16"
to 27½". Nice for windy areas
where TBs aren’t as stable.
CATISPHERE (Black 19) Bright
gold ground with Coppery cherry
lightly dotted standards and heavily
dotted falls. 
$14.00

GAY ROMANCE (Black 20) Deep
blue purple S; F near white w/ orange
bd. Very nice and showy!!  $22.00

MERRY MULBERRY (Black 19)
Rose mulberry bitone with impeccable form. Show iris w/ 14 buds. Very
nice!
$14.00

ACT TWO (Black 19) Golden yellow S; Honey brown hafts and edge
on violet F. Stems! 
$14.00
COIN FLIP (Ghio 18) Nicely
formed Golden yellow w/ narrow red/
brown fall band & small white center
area below beard. 
$12.00

BLACK LABEL
(Black 20) Purple
black bitone with
nice BB proportions and 9 to 11
buds!
$22.00
COSTUME JEWELRY (Keppel
18) Blue with deeper blue shoulders
on falls. Bright yellow beards. Ruffled! 
$10.00

BOONDOGGLE (Keppel 17)
Peachy pink standards and hafts on
washed wisteria falls. Huge tangerine beards.
$9.00

DELECTABLE TREAT (Black
19) Aprciot Standards; Falls rosy tan
with Burnished peach edges. Show
Stalks! 
$14.00

HI LOVE (Black 18) Very smooth
and rich cherry to maroon bitone.
Striking with great growth and stems!

$10.00

KEEP GOING (Black 17) Striking
well-branched and budded sparkling amoena with strong rebloom!!

$10.00

KISS THE FROG (Black 18)
Strange steely grey standards with
gold edges; falls blended purple and
lilac with lavender edge. Different
and pretty! 
$12.00

MYSTIC SIREN (Black 19)Pink S
and narrow edge on near white falls.
Show stems!
$14.00

POISE AND CHARM (Black 20)
Very light blue with incredible class
and proportion & 3 branches with 12
buds.
$22.00

SMOOTH JAZZ (Black 19) Slate
violet S over mid buff Peach F. Form!
Buds!
$14.00

SOLAR SUNRISE (Black 19) Pale
peach S; yellow peach F. Simple elegant form!
$14.00
CARAMEL CHOCOLATE
SUNDAE (Black 19) Red brown
bitone with yellow beards. Perfect BB
proportioned show stems. Recommended!
$14.00
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FRILLED TO DEATH (T.Johnson 20) Very frilly and lightly laced
peach orange self w/ orange styles.
Gorgeous and a garden show-off

$22.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

LUSCIOSITY (Black 19) Beautifully formed peach pink S over
lighter F. Show stems with 8-10
buds! 
$14.00

Phone: (503) 390-6072

SORBET SWIRL (Keppel 18)
Well ruffled and clear colors in shades
of lemon, cream, peach and buff.
Ruffled.
$10.00

STYLISH CHOICE (Black 17)
Classical ruffled blue purple bitone
plicata. Nice!! 
$8.00

TAGLINE (Ghio 18) Creamy S
with lemon centers. White F w/ violet
band and lemon hafts. Pretty combination! 
$12.00

WILDCAT CHA CHA (Black
20) S straw yellow; F Yellow ground
w/ near solid sanded plicata overlay
of dark wine. 
$22.00

Smaller flowers on thin, graceful stems 16" to 27½". Normally
blooms late IB through TB season. Terrific for gardens that have
no room for giant TBs. Very nice
for arrangements. Diploid unless
noted as Tet = tetraploid.

DWEEB (Miller 20) Cinnamon
brown w/ gold centers and hafts.
Nice stems w/ 10 buds. Tet. $17.00

BINGO MARKER (Miller 17)
Yellow standards and rim on purple
falls. Buds!

$10.00

EMOJI (Black 18) Lemon S; Purple
F that wash to a lighter shade towards edge. 
$12.00

BRIGHT VICTORY (Black
20) Super bright
and clean gold
self w/ orange
bds. Nice stems
carrying 10
buds. Very nice!!

$17.00

FLIRTIN’ SKIRTS (Black 18)
A must have Tet. MTB. A new color
pattern for the class with wonderful
ruffles. Very showy clumps and an
important parent. 
$12.00

CANBY GEM (Miller 18) Butterscotch S and rim on red purple F.

$12.00

CROSSWORD (T.Johnson 17)
Nice red with orange beards. Very
nice. Tet. 
$10.00

I FEEL ENCHANTING (Black
20) Light lilac S; darker F w/ sanded
buff veins around tangerine bds and
silver rims. Up to 14 buds!!  $17.00

L AV E N D E R S P R I N K L E S
(Black 19) White with pale lavender
plic S and hafts. Fertile with 9-12
buds.
$14.00

www.mid-americagarden.com

LITTLE PEACHES (Miller 17)
Well branched and dainty peach self.
Tet. 
$10.00
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MINIATURE TALL
BEARDED

LONG AND WINDING ROAD
(Black 20) Mid pink Standards
over peach F w/ tangerine pink bds.
Stalks! Buds! 
$17.00

NEW FANGLED (Black 19) S
are pastel peach; F Cream blended
w/ slate violet and gold bands.$14.00

NOT A WHISPER (Black 17)
Nicely ruffled ice white w/ yellow
beard. Tet. 
$10.00

OFF THE GRID (Miller 20)
Standards gold; falls cream w/ gold
stitching & dotted edge & random
violet streaks. Dip.
$17.00
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INTERMEDIATE
BEARDED
Generally blooms between end
of Standard Dwarf & beginning
of Tall Bearded season on stalks
16" to 27½" tall. EXTREMELY
vigorous border plants.

PERFECTLY COMPOSED
(Black 20) S pale blue; F mid violet blue with white haft veins beside
white bds.
$17.00

SCHOOL COLORS (Miller 20)
Yellow Standards and haft on light
violet F. Nice clean and sharp color
contrast. Tet.
$17.00

APPLE CRISP (Black 14) Fancy
caramel lumi-plicata. Show stalks
have 6-8 buds. Fertile.
$7.00

PLINKO (T. Johnson 18) Lovely Tet that has excellent stems and
covers itself in bloom. A garden
Standout!! 
$12.00

START THE PARTY (T.Johnson
16) Well formed and proportioned tet.
with loads of show stalks and heavy
bloom. 
$7.00

CASUAL ATTIRE (Black 17)
Fantastic show stalks with buds galore

$8.00

CODE OF HONOR (T.Johnson
13) Beautiful form. Myriads of flowers
on well-branched stalks. Spectacular
clumps. 
$7.00

AUNT PITTY PAT (Black 19)
White ground plicata with near solid
standards and deep falls band; Tangerine beards.
$12.00

PROBIE (Miller 18) Tet; Deep
maroon with tangerine beards. Very
smooth and clean! 
$12.00

SUBTLE GLOW (Black 20) Ruffled peach pink blend w/ peach styles
and tangerine bds. 
$17.00

CONTINUATION (Black 19)
Mulberry rose self with orange beard.

$12.00

BLACK COMEDY (Black 17)
Purple black bitone with orange
beards. Nice!! 
$7.00

QUEEN MUM (Black 19) Peach
pink self with big orange beards. 8
to 10 buds! Pretty!
$14.00

TIC TAC TOE (T.Johnson 10)
Nicely proportioned. Well-branched
stalks. Fertile. Top MTB AM 2014.
Tetraploid.
$7.00

COOL SISTER (Miller 19) Pale
lavender white with chartreuse edge
and hafts. Red beards.
$12.00

BLANK VERSE (Keppel 19)
Ruffled clean white glaciata with yellow touched hafts. 
$12.00

QUIET SEAS (Miller 19) Steely
blue S; F deep blue violet with lighter
rim. 
$17.00
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COPPERCUT (Blyth 19) Rich
rose copper with copper black hafts.

$12.00

ZIPPED UP (Miller 20) White
ground w/ heavy dotting overall deep
purple violet. Showy!! Dip. $17.00

Start The Party
Mid-America Garden, LLC

Phone: (503) 390-6072

ESCAPEE (Blyth 19) F Yellow S
w/ slight plicata overlay; F white with
brown plicata band.
$12.00

GREAT ESCAPE (T.Johnson 16)
Smooth clean color. Nicely branched
with 4-5 buds. 
$7.00

PURRFECT (Blyth 18) F Gorgeous bright salmon pink with darker
hafts. 
$10.00
HAUNTING PASSION (Black
17) White with greenish yellow fall
wash 
$7.00

M E D I TAT I O N G A R D E N
(Black 20) White w/ lilac plicata
band and haft bar. Hafts are also
slightly touched gold. Beautiful stems
with 11 buds! 
$18.00
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CRAZY OVER YOU (Black 17)
Nice clean and smooth color with
bright orange beards. 
$7.00

SMOOTH AS A BABY’S (Black
19) Very clean and crisp peach and
white glaciata. Classy!
$12.00
HOT SISTER (Miller 19) Deep
blazing red self w/ red orange beard.

$12.00

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
(Black 20) Purple Standards and
peach styles; F purple with white
luminata patch around tangerine
bds. Very nice! Buds! Branching and
growth!! 
$18.00

HALF SISTER (Miller 20) Bright
dark orange w/ red wash over F and
tangerine bds. Very bright! $18.00
IT’S AMAZING (Black 12) Very
short IB. Great color!
$7.00

NICKEL (Black 06) Fertile.
UNIQUE!! Sass Medal 2012. $7.00

STAR IN THE NIGHT (Black
09) Stunning black bitone. Showy
frosted beard. Healthy clumps filled
with stalks. Walther Cup winner 2011.
Sass Medal 2016.
$8.00
NICKEL’S WORTH (Black 19)
Slate lilac S edged cream; Red violet
minimally plicated falls. Nice!$12.00

PINEAPPLE SPLASH (Black 19)
Nicely branched burnished gold self.
Coming from mixed breeding.$12.00

WEIRD SCIENCE
SPEC-X (Black 19)
coming from a cross
involving iris Junonia.
Fertile with all bearded classes!. $12.00

HAT BOX (Black 19) Ruffled
peach orange with big orange beard.

$12.00
LITTLE EDGY (Blyth 20) F Soft
pink S; F white with dotted lavender
band & orange bds. 
$18.00

PLAYLIST (Blyth 18) F A bright
yellow bitone,. Makes gorgeous
clumps. 
$8.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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STANDARD DWARF
BEARDED
Early blooming clumps with flower
stalks 8" to 16" tall. Extremely vigorous. Fantastic edger for front of
the border.
BLUE EYED GIRL (T.Johnson
17) Yellow with darker yellow fall
wash on either side of huge violet
beards!! 
$10.00

CANINE CAPER (Black 15) Unusual color and unique styles. Half
plic parentage. Cool.
$7.00

BLUEBEARD’S GHOST (Black
06) White with dark blue beards.
Cook-Douglas Medal 2012. $7.00

CARROT FLASH (Black 17)
Flashy orange with large flaming orange beards.
$10.00

BEFORE THE DAWN (Black
19) Very rounded golden petals
blushed peach
$12.00
A LITTLE GOOD NEWS (T.
Johnson 14) Showy clumps filled
with bloom. Clean and pretty color
and pattern.
$7.00

BERRYLICIOUS (Black 19)
Almost solid raspberry over white
bitone plicata.
$15.00
CAT AND MOUSE (Black 16)
Very floriferous with rampant growth.

$7.00

ALAIA (T. Johnson 18) Wonderful
form and color. A favorite here! Recommended!! 
$10.00

BLUSHING DIAMOND (T.
Johnson 17) Beautiful clear pink
standards and edge on white falls.
Gorgeous!! 
$9.00
BIRD CALL (Black 19) Bright
canary yellow glaciata with a slight
brown wash when first open. $15.00

CAT’S EYE (Black 02) Totally
unique! Cook-Douglas 2008 $7.00

ANTSY(T.Johnson 17) Nice brown
falls spot pattern with blue beards.
Different! 
$9.00

BREATHTAKING (Black 16)
Exquisite form with lovely blue
beards. 
$7.00

ARTIST’S HAND (Black 19) A
very unusual and pretty blending of
color! Different!
$12.00

BLAZING GOLD (Black 13)
Blazingly bright clumps! Can’t ignore
those beards.
$7.00

CHERRY HOLLOW (T. Johnson
18) Wine purple with deeper F spot
and tangerine beards. Nice color and
form! 
$10.00
BUCKET LIST (Black 18) Very
late, blooming with the TBs that has
up to 6 buds.
$9.00

BECKONING (T.Johnson 13)
Big creamy yellow beards give a bold
garden impact.
$7.00
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BLISSFUL (Black 16) Nicely ruffled yellow and white glaciata. $9.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

BUG ZOO
(Black 19)
Ye l l o w
S,
edge, haft and
dart below beard
on brown falls.
Crazy gorgeous!

$12.00

Phone: (503) 390-6072

CHORUS (T. Johnson 20) Flashy
pink plicata with red beard.  $15.00

CIRCUS ACT (Black 17) One of
the first truly broken colored SDB’s

$9.00

CLEAR BLUE SKY (T. Johnson
12) Ruffed Mid blue with showy white
beards. 
$7.00

COLOR (Black 18) The name says
it all! Very bright yellow ground accents this little beauty! 
$10.00

COMIC (Black 14) Light gold on
white minimal plicata. Big orange
beards. Fantastic parent.
$7.00

CUTENESS (Black 19) Cuteness
is just that very cute little flowers
borne in profusion!
$12.00

DANCING AROUND (T.Johnson 17) White S and precise rim on
blue to violet F. Showy!! 
$9.00

DANCING DACHSHUND
(Black 20) Yellow ground plicata w/
wide brown sugar band. 2 branches
with up to 6 buds! 
$15.00

DEBONAIR BEAR (Black 20)
Yellow standards; light lavender falls
with Dark ruby full wash. Stunning
color combo!
$15.00

DITZY BLOND (Miller 19) Yellow S; F cream w/ purple plic marks
becoming solid at edge.
$12.00

DON’T FIX IT (Black 18) Very
unique coloring with the spot on the
falls becoming broken color at the
edges! 
$10.00

ELEGANT CASHMERE (Black
20) Smoky lavender w/ pinkish tan
spot & blue beard. 
$15.00

EXCLAIM (Black 13) Cute smaller flowers. Brightest and cleanest of
type.
$7.00
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CIAO BELLA (T.Johnson 19)
Super wide formed Ginger brown
over yellow ground plicata. Very nice!

$12.00

COOL DUDE (Black 17) Cute
purple plicata with dark showy violet
styles.
$9.00

EYE OF THE TIGER (Black 08)
A big show-off. Unique and wonderful.. Cook-Douglas Medal 2014.

$7.00
DRIFTER (T. Johnson 20) Ruffled
peach blend with lighter area below
blue bds 
$15.00

EARTHLY DELIGHT (Black
20) Khaki standards and band on
copper falls; different. 
$15.00

EGGLICIOUS (T. Johnson 20)
White with egg yolk F spot. Amazing
clumps! 
$15.00

www.mid-americagarden.com

FAB LIFE (T.
Johnson 17) Well
formed odd blue
to dusty rose pink w/ blue beards.
Great! 
$8.00

FAMILIAR FACE (Black 20)
White standards
w/ purple band;
F white w/ purple lines. Pretty

$15.00
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FESTIVE BOW (Black 17)Light
peach to orange self. Makes fantastic
clumps! 
$8.00

FIRE (Black 15) Satiny dark garnet
red with black red spot. Burnt orange
beards. Wide.
$7.00

FOOFORAW (Black 19) Golden
apricot S; Peach F have a sanded and
dotted plum overlay. Color! $12.00

G AT E T O
PA R A D I S E
(Black 14)
Lovely form.
Fabulous dark
blue beards.
Showy clumps.

$7.00

I GO CRAZY (Black 20) Near
solid dark brown plic standards; falls
yellow ground with blue plic overlay
and gold beard. 
$15.00

INCLINATION (Black 18)
Strongly contrasting red violet on
white ground plicata with showy orange beards. 
$10.00

FOREVER AGLOW (Black 19)
Beetroot S over Ruby red falls w/
deeper fall spot and smoldering orange beards.
$12.00
GET READY (T. Johnson 20)
Light yellow S; F white w/ heavy
purple dotted overlay. 
$15.00

FISHNET STOCKINGS (Black
19) clear yellow S, and haft on white
falls with distil violet lines below
beard. Very nice luminata! $12.00

FRECKLE FANTASY (Miller
17) Blue white self with red freckles
on either side of orange beard $9.00
GOING IN CIRCLES (Black 13)
Big red spots! Very popular. Showy
clumps. COLOR!
$7.00

FLICKA (T.Johnson 17) Peach
pink self w/ blue tipped beard. $8.00

FLIRTY GIRL (T. Johnson 18)
Very ruffled pink and rose pink on
white ground plicata. Nice! $10.00

FROGGY WENT A-COURTIN
(Black 19) A strange blend of Brassy
chartreuse and olive with lovely form.

$12.00

HEAR NO EVIL (Black 18) Yellow standards and mustard falls with
nice wide round form. Beautiful floriferous clumps. 
$9.00

FULL ALERT (T. Johnson 20)
Canary yellow w/yellow bds. Ruffled
& bright!! 
$15.00
I DREAMED A DREAM (Black
20) Purple S; Dark purple F with
orange bd. Up to 7 buds on two
branches and spur. 
$15.00
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INTELLECT (T.Johnson 15)
Wide & round. Nice 
$7.00

IONIC BOND (T.Johnson 17)
Plush violet bitone with bushy violet
to blue beards. 
$9.00

IRONIC (T. Johnson 18) The beginnings of reverse bicolor SDBs.
Violet and pink blended S over blended rose Falls. 
$10.00

KITTEN WHISKERS (Miller
19) Soft orange with maroon rays on
falls.
$12.00

JEWELS (T.Johnson 14) Showy
clumps. White beards.
$7.00

LAP OF LUXURY (Black 17)
Dark violet and white plicata with
large white ground on falls.  $9.00

JIG (T. Johnson 19) Almost solid
mulberry plicata over white ground.
Tangerine beards. Ruffled! $12.00

LEAD THE WAY (T. Johnson
20) Salmon S; F more orange w/ dark
lavender bds. 
$15.00

JOLLY (Black 19) Beautiful wine
bitone with large yellow luminata
signal.
$12.00

LEOPARD PRINT (T.Johnson
06) Variable markings.
$7.00

LITTLE BAND OF GOLD
(Black 20) Yellow standards and
edge on orange F with tangerine bds.
Beautiful!! 
$15.00

LITTLE BIT OF LACE (Black
19) Yellow with F centers blended
darker. Slight lace at petal edges.

$12.00

LITTLE CHICK (T. Johnson 19)
Very clear canary yellow with blue
tipped yellow beards. Nice! $12.00

LOTTERY (Black 16) Brilliant
orange with darker fall spot around
tangerine beards. 
$7.00
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IT’S A SMALL WORLD (Black
16) Very unique white with pink hafts
and incredible pink styles.  $7.00

LUCKY (Black 16) Very unique
and distinctive with wonderful blue
beards. 
$8.00

LUST FOR
LEMON (Black
16) Super formed
clear yellow glaciata with white
fall patch. $7.00

LITTLE KEEPSAKE (T.Johnson
17) Complicated yellow, blue, white
and rust plicata. Floriferous!! $8.00

MAGIC SPLASH (T.Johnson 17)
Pink S, haft and rim on white falls w/
lovely frosted blue beards.  $9.00
JOYFUL LOVE (T.Johnson 14)
Yummy mango peach blend. Early
floriferous bloom.
$7.00



KERPOW
(T. Johnson
18) Yellow
S and edge
on Rust F w/
tang. Bds.
Extremely showy
clumps!
$10.00

LINES IN THE SAND (Black
20) Cream ground w/ heavy claret
overlay in standards and lines on falls
w/ red bd. 
$15.00

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE
(T. Johnson 20) Ice blue w/ deep
mustard hafts & blue frosted beard
Showy! 
$15.00

METICULOUS (Black 18) Precisely ruffled Dark black cherry with
black spot on F. Dramatic!! $10.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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MULBERRY JAM (T. Johnson 20)
White ground with wide mulberry plic
band. 
$15.00

NEW TWIST (Black 20) S light
yellow; F light pink and cream blend
with pink bd. 
$15.00

NOT MY CIRCUS (Black 20)
Lilac standards; deeper Falls with
White luminata patch and screaming
red bds. 
$15.00
MY CHER (Black 12) Unique luminata. A pastel beauty that people
love. Excellent parent. Cook-Douglas
Medal 2018
$7.00

NOT MY MONKEY (Black 20)
Yellow S and luminata patch on dark
mahogany F with orange bd. $15.00

MY FAIR CHER (Black 20) White
w/ lemon hafts and red bds. A white
glaciata! 
$15.00

OH MY (T. Johnson 20) Medium
to mustard with deep navy black
beards. Color! 
$15.00

PET PROJECT (T. Johnson 20)
Bisque pink standards haft and edge
on white falls; Enormous blue bds!!
Very nice!! 
$15.00

OH WOW (T.Johnson 17) Bisque
pink with shocking large blue black
beards that won’t be overlooked!!

9.00

PINK MEDLEY (Black 20) S light
pink edged gold; F copper peach
hafts blend to pink and are edged
gold 
$15.00

PERFECT BALANCE (T. Johnson 20) White ground plic with
precise lilac purple band. Beards are
white w/ blue hair tips!! Very wide
and ruffled! 
$15.00

PIRATE BABY (T. Johnson 18)
Near solid purple S; F white and
lemon ground with purple fall band
and black bar across the hafts. Dramatic looking! 
$10.00

NUTMEG MAMBO (Black 20)
Mid gold S; copper-peach F w/ nutmeg shaded area on either side of
tangerine bd. 
$15.00
PERFECT KISS (Black 19) Yellow
S, haft and edge on white F. Tang.
Beards. 
$12.00

MY LITTLE FRIEND (T.
Johnson 19) Yellow ground almost
completely overlaid with rich ruby
red. Clumps! 
$12.00

OH CANADA (T.Johnson 15) Big
flowers. Big spots on super wide falls.
Colorful clumps. Neat two colored
beards. 
7.00

NEW RELEASE (Black 17) Classically formed unusual plicata with
super root beer beards.
$9.00
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PERFECT LOOK (T. Johnson 20)
Lt blue S & edge on deep magenta F
w/ tangerine bds. 
$15.00
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PLATITUDE (Black 19) Light
smoky pink S; Mid red violet F with
blue beard. Nice and unique! 12.00

PORTLAND PINK (Black 15)
LATE-VERY LATE bloom. Fabulous
full ruffled form and clear pink color.
Result of crossing 2 IBs. It should be
sterile but it is fertile with all bearded
classes. YES!
$7.00

PUMPKINS (Miller 20) Orange
standards and edge on maroon falls
Bright!! 
$15.00

QUEEN OF THE DARKNESS
(Black 19) Purple & black bitone
w/ Saturated orange beards. Nice!

$12.00

RADIATE (T. Johnson 19) Yellow
buff, haft and edge on washed magenta falls. 
$12.00

RADICAL
RASCAL
(Black 20)
White ground
plicata with
purple overlay that can vary dramatically from
slight to near solid depending on the
flower.
$15.00

ROARING FIRE (Black 18) Nice
diamond dusted finish on this smooth
red with darker fall area around
showy yellow bds. 
$10.00

RUFFLEMANIA (Black 18) Gorgeous round and ruffled form on this
pastel beauty.
$10.00

RUNNING BARE (Black 20)
Cream washed mid cantaloupe; Wide
& ruffled. 
$15.00

SATIN DREAMS (T.Johnson 14)
Very round falls. Chocolate and dark
purple beards.
$7.00

SCOUNDREL
(T.Johnson 10)
Olive and violet
broken color.
Markings are
randomly streaked.

$7.00

SEARING EMBERS (T. Johnson
20) Bright gold S and edge on deep
mahogany black F with smoldering
tangerine bds. Fantastic clumps and
SHOWY!!! 
$15.00

SEE NO EVIL (Black 18) A very
pretty plicata with orange S & orchid
rose F over cream ground. $10.00

SHE’S SO CUTE (Black 20) Mid
pink standards; Cantaloupe falls with
tangerine beard. 
$15.00

SO NOTED (T.Johnson 19) Stark
white standards and edge on indigo
falls. Beards brilliant orange. Gorgeous!
$12.00

SOFT BLEND (Black 19) Well
ruffled buttery peach. Makes exquisite clumps with lots of bloom.$12.00

SPEAK NO EVIL (Black 18) We
love the smoothness and clarity of
color on this well- formed beauty!

$10.00

SHORTHORN (Black 20) Dark
beetroot S and edge on wine F. Brown
bd with shorthorn. 
$15.00

STOP AND STARE (T.Johnson
14) Amazing color contrast. Showy
clumps filled with stalks.
$7.00

SKY AND MEADOW (Black 19)
Off white S and rim on Olive falls with
blue beards. Unique!
$12.00

STYLISH MISS (T.Johnson 17)
Lilac to pink and white plicata with
showy pink styles and orange beards.

$9.00

www.mid-americagarden.com
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PREGO (T. Johnson 18) HEAVILY
ruffled lavender purple with dark red
vt. fall spot. Great parent! $10.00
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SUNNY BABE (T.Johnson 17)
Very bright yellow glaciata with
showy yellow orange beards.  $9.00

T H AT ’ S
THE SPIRIT (Black
17) Very dark
and dramatic violet luminata with super strong
growth 
$9.00

SWEET DEVOTION (T.Johnson
17) Plicata with white ground and
near solid overlay of lilac pink. Very
beautiful!! 
$9.00
THIMBLE (T. Johnson 19) Light
blue S and edge on deep indigo blue
falls. Fantastic clumps!
$12.00

SWEET TWEET (T.Johnson
19) White S with lilac stitched edge;
F white with orange hafts, lilac pink
dotted edge and center belly stripe.
Nice contrasting orange styles. Ruffled!
$12.00

TRIPWIRE (T. Johnson 20) Yellow S and edge on mahogany red F;
orange bds. All of the S have a small
beard inside them consistently! Different but intriguing! 
$15.00

TURTLE TANGO (Black 20)
Light blue standards; mustard to
green falls with blue bd. 
$15.00

VERY BERRY SHAKE (T. Johnson 20) Deep raspberry red plicata
bands on white ground & deep red
bds! A super grower and a blooming
fool!! 
$15.00

WHIMZEES (Miller 20) Coral pink
w/ deep plum veined F spot. $15.00
TIME FOR MAGIC (Black 18) An
extremely late SDB with two branches and 4-5 buds!! 
$10.00
TWITTER BUG (T. Johnson 20)
Bright lemon yellow plicata on white
ground w/ green tones; intense &
large orange bds. Ruffled!! $15.00

SWIZZLE STICKS (T.Johnson
19) Creamy pink ground w/ Heavy
purple dotting in S, hafts and fall
edge.
$12.00

UNSPOKEN (T. Johnson 19)
White ground w/ lilac plicata band on
S and F.
$12.00

WOODY WOODPECKER (T.
Johnson 18) Light lavender with
darker red F spot & enormous orange
beards! Super!! 
$10.00

TIZZY FIT (T. Johnson 20) S
cream with near solid mulberry
band; F yellow with rasp plic hafts
and edge; burnt orange bds. $15.00
TWO FACED (Black 19)Pale blue
white w/ light turquoise spot. $12.00

TASTY TREAT (T. Johnson
20) Rosy pink plicata w/ pink styles
peeping through; bright red bds.
Lovely and ruffled and a good parent!

$15.00
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TOURIST TRAP (Black 17)
White ground plicata that is almost
completely overlaid in deep violet.

$9.00
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ULTIMATE (T. Johnson 03)
Cook-Douglas 2010.
$7.00

Phone: (503) 390-6072

WOWZIE (T. Johnson 20) Medium sky-blue S with stunning indigo
blue F spot and white tipped yellow
bds. Showy! Fantastic! 
$15.00

YODEL (T. Johnson 18) Medium purple with huge black fall spot
and blue beards. Intensely beautiful!

$11.00

KAY (T.Johnson 17) Startling deep
black with bright yellow beards!!

$9.00

KEENO (T.Johnson 09) Amazing
color! Wild! Caparne-Welch Medal
2015.
$7.00
ELF ESTEEM (Black 15) R
Like no other. Makes dense showy
clumps. Consistent rebloom in Oregon. Very popular.
$7.00

KEEP OFF (Black 12) You’ll have
no problem seeing it so you don’t
step on it. Covers itself in masses of
bloom. Nice. 
$7.00
ZOLTAR (T. Johnson 18) A lovely
purple and black bicolor with yellow
beard. Excellent garden show-off!

$11.00

GIGABYTE (Miller 20) Well proportioned peach w/ purple brush
marks at hafts & tangerine bd.$14.00

MINIATURE
DWARF BEARDED
Very Small plants & flowers no
taller than 8". Usually earliest
bearded iris to bloom. Great for
rock gardens.

RIBBIT (T.Johnson 20) Super
round and ruffled mid lime green S;
slightly lighter F w/ large green signal
and bluish bds. Fantastic especially
in clump!!
$14.00
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YODA (Blyth 12) F Gold standards. Rose wine falls with blue violet
beards. Fun color.
$7.00

CIRCA (T.Johnson 15) Clumps
covered in cute, highly contrasted
little flowers you won’t overlook. Fast
increase.
$7.00

TINY CLOWN (T. Johnson 19)
Blended peach- pink S; F reddish violet w/ light peach hafts. Red beard.
Cute!
$12.00

TWINKLE LITTLE STAR
(Black 20) White S and edge on dark
indigo F and white bds. Very showy
and bright! Cute!
$14.00

PEACH PUFF (Black 20) Light
peach S and band around a tan peach
F spot; Tangerine bds.
$14.00
WATER GOBBLINS (Black 19)
Petite white flowers with bold dark
violet blue irregularly edged spot.
Very nice!
$12.00

HOT ORANGE (Black 19) Hot
orange with Brilliant orange beards.

$12.00

PIXIE FUZZ (Miller 19) Standards maroon; Falls darker maroon
with burnt orange beards. $12.00

ALAS (T.Johnson 14) Sparkling
diminutive accent for more intimate
spaces. 
$7.00

I’M NOT TIMID (Black 20) Butter
peach S; F peach ground with a diffused spot of plum. 
$14.00

www.mid-americagarden.com

Jack

YES I CAN (Black 18) Makes a
lovely carpet of little black cherry
flowers. CUTE!!
$10.00
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ARILBRED
Exotic hybrids of the rather finicky oncocyclus & regelia species crossed with other bearded
irises for easier growth & better
plant traits. Give them excellent
drainage.
DUBAI (T.Johnson 13) Beautiful
onco form. Amazing big black cherry
signal. 
$8.00

ARTFUL
ACCENT
(Black 18)
Half bred with
easy growth.

$10.00

BLACK CHERRY TRUFFLE
(Black 19) Rich dark ruby bitone w/
black cherry signal; near black bds.

$12.00

CONSPIRACY THEORY (Black
20) ABM- Standards pale lilac; falls
tan to ecru blend w/ red brown signal;
Nice!
$18.00

DESERT SNOW (Black 13) Aril-median. OGB- A real show-off.
Easy grower. Top overall HM. Winner
of Walther Cup.
$7.00
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EERIE ENCOUNTER (Black
20) R OGB-Icy blue white S; F
light yellow w/ deeper yellow wash
below bds. Up to 6 buds and strong
rebloom!! 
$18.00

EGYPTIAN QUEEN (T. Johnson
07) Aril-median. Nice. Mohr Medal
2013.
$6.00

EGYPTIAN SANDS (Black 19)
Grey S w/ yellow edge; F brassy gold
w/ red black signal.
$12.00

EYE ON AMERICA (Black 18)
OGB Medium lavender with a very
large deep purple black signal. Stunning in clump! 
$10.00

Mid-America Garden, LLC

EYE ON THE PRIZE (Black 20)
ABM- Red violet w/ near black signal. Clumps! 
$18.00

GALAXINA (Black 15) OGBBig ruby spot. Easy growth.
Massive clumps filled with bloom.
Two branches and 5 buds. Later
blooming helps avoid damage from
late frosts.
$8.00

GOLDEN COMPASS (T.Johnson 12) Bright and showy. Very neat
yellow style arms. Easy to grow aril-median. 
$10.00

HEART OF HEARTS (Black 15)
OGB- Fantastic aril signal on easy to
grow plants. ‘Galaxina’ sib that has
all the same superior traits. Has had
limited fertility so worth trying as a
parent.
$8.00

LIMBO ROCK (Black 15) Aril-median. OGB- Glistening garnet
bitone with smaller black signal. Easy
to grow.
$7.00

Phone: (503) 390-6072

OCTAVE (T. Johnson 08) Arilmedian. OGB- Easy grower. Lovely
form. Nice small black signal. Mohr
Medal 2013. 
$8.00

PANIC ATTACK (T.Johnson 20)
ABM- Mid lavender standards over
lighter falls w/ large red violet signal
and orange bds. Makes lovely showy
clumps!! 
$18.00

PARABLE (T.Johnson 11) Aril-median. OGB- Rich color with
satin sheen. Attractive black signal.
Easy and strong growth. Excellent!
Award of Merit 2013.
$6.00

PERRY DYER (Black 17) Named
for a longtime friend and mentor.
Gorgeous clumps filled with stalks
and up to five buds. 
$10.00

PERSIAN PASSION (Black 19)
Dark rose S over lighter rose F w/
small black signal.
$12.00

POUNCE (T. Johnson 18) A
quarter bred That makes a real garden show!! Easy to grow and good
bloomer! Recommended!  $10.00

Need You Now

PUSSYCAT EYES (Black 19)
White S; F dark cherry with yellow
edge and black signal. A fantastic
Arilbred with 7 buds!
$12.00

RAISIN IN THE SUN (Black 20)
OGB- Yellow with big chestnut signal
and up to 6 buds 
$18.00

RED AHEAD (Black 16) Light
purple with huge red fall signal. Very
showy! 
$8.00

SMOKIN’ HOT (T.Johnson 14)
Gorgeous form with big black aril
signals. Easy to grow.
$9.00

SHIMMY SHAKE (T.Johnson
19) purple S; Rosy violet F with large
black cherry signal.
$12.00

SUSPECT (T.Johnson 06) Aril-median. Easy growth. Abundant
flowers. Mohr Medal 2012
$6.00
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PIRATE’S RANSOM (Black 20)
OGB- Light orchid S lined darker;
F darker reddish orange with deep
black signal and auburn bds. $18.00

Bright And
Shing Star

Thundering
Applause
www.mid-americagarden.com

Night Whispers
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